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Washington has reversed the wisdom of the old cliché that less is needed when less is wasted. Every branch of government bickered this year over the need to spend more (while continuing to misspend) with an attitude of “waste more, want more!”

Confronted with self-imposed budget cuts necessary to trim years of trillion dollar shortfalls, Washington protested that it could not live within its means. It attempted to take hostage the symbols of America to exact ransom from taxpayers. Public tours of the White House were canceled and Medicare payments for seniors’ health care were cut.

While the President and his cabinet issued dire warnings about the cataclysmic impacts of sequestration, taxpayers were not alerted to all of the waste being spared from the budget axe.

The Department of Defense (DOD) developed a plan this year to constrain pay and benefits for our brave men and women in uniform, who risk their lives to protect us from terrorists, for example, while at the same time continuing to pay the salary and other government benefits for the Fort Hood shooter, responsible for the worst terrorist attack on American soil since 9/11.

DOD grounded the Air Force Thunderbirds and Navy Blue Angels, yet still spent $432 million to construct aircraft they never intend to fly.

The Army National Guard spent $10 million on Superman movie tie-ins while plans were being made to cut the strength of the Guard by 8,000 soldiers, the real supermen and women who fight for truth, justice and the American way.

As the Smithsonian was closing exhibits at its world renowned museums, the federal government was funding the creation of “play zones” at the National Museum of Play, an inventory of toys at the Denver Museum of Miniatures, Dolls and Toys, and a website celebrating romance novels.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) cut housing assistance for the disabled elderly while subsidizing thousands of risky mortgages, including more than 100 homes (that cost in excess of half-a-million dollars each) within walking distance of the ocean in Hawaii. And while nutrition assistance was being reduced for many needy families, USDA was spending money on celebrity chef cook-offs and running up the taxpayer tab on Bloody Marys, sweet potato vodka, and red wine tastings from here to China.

The Department of Interior was counting sheep with high-tech unmanned aerial drones after delaying the opening of some national landmarks and closing others early.
This lack of common sense was only accentuated in October when the government shut down, in part because Congress failed to approve even one regular appropriations bill. Agency heads were forced to decide what constituted essential and nonessential activities. As a result, veterans’ memorials were locked down and “closed” signs were put up. No similar dramatic notice was given to the government boondoggles that continued to waste of taxpayer money.

NASA ultimately paid more than 17,700 employees—97 percent of its staff—to do nothing for 16 days as a result of the shutdown.8 These hardworking employees, caught in factors outside of their control, should not be confused with the “pillownauts” the space agency hired to lie around in bed and do nothing for 70 days.9

Even the government shutdown could not shut down Obamacare, but the failure of its $319 million website nearly did.10 Millions of dollars more were spent to urge taxpayers to visit the website that did not work—at whiskey festivals and on TV with ads featuring Elvis impersonators. Yet, even the hundreds of thousands who had their plans canceled struggled to sign up for the plans they did not want in the first place. At least one dog was able to enroll, however.

And just days before the impending shutdown, when much of Washington was bracing for a protracted closure of most government offices and activities, USDA decided to celebrate Christmas early by funding six Christmas trees projects and—in the spirit of holiday cheer—35 different wine initiatives, including the creation of two smart phone apps to help “navigate to the next winery.”

These are only a few of the 100 examples of government mismanagement and stupidity included in Wastebook 2013. Collectively these cost nearly $30 billion in a year when Washington would have you believe everything that could be done has been done to control unnecessary spending. Had just these 100 been eliminated, the sequester amount would have been reduced nearly a third without any noticeable disruption.

As you glance at each of the entries presented in this report, place your personal political persuasion aside and ask yourself: Do each of these represent a real national priority that should be spared from budget cuts or are these excesses that should have been eliminated in order to spare deeper cuts to those services and missions that should be performed by the federal government?

When it comes to spending your money, those in Washington tend to see no waste, speak no waste, and cut no waste.

Sincerely,

Tom A. Coburn, M.D.
U.S. Senator
1. Paid to Do Nothing – (Government wide) At least $400 million

The first session of the 113th Congress will likely go down as the least productive in history, more notable for what it did not do than what it did. A mere 57 laws were enacted, no budget could be agreed upon, and not a single regular appropriations bill to fund government operations passed on time, resulting, in part, in a 16 day government wide shutdown in October. Through it all Congress was paid. And eventually, so were all the other federal employees, including many deemed non-essential and therefore not permitted to report to work.

The White House estimates it cost $2 billion to provide back pay to federal employees “for services that could not be performed” during the shutdown. “Total compensation costs, including benefits, are about 30 percent larger, in the range of $2.5 billion.”

Of course, it is not the fault of employees who are non-essential, formally deemed “non-exempt,” for the failure of Congress to do its job.

More than 100,000 federal employees being paid a salary of at least $100,000 were furloughed as non-essential. Each of these were paid $4,000 for the time off of work during the shutdown.

Again, it is not the fault of these civil servants that Congress did not do its job and, like everyone else, they have bills to pay. But it is truly unfair to charge billions of dollars to pay others not to work to taxpayers working to cover their own bills and the bills of the government. This is especially true when the non-essential federal employee is being compensated more than twice the average U.S. family income of $51,000.

A sampling of just three federal agencies found more than 35,500 federal employees earning $100,000 or more who were furloughed for performing non-essential duties (and then paid for not performing those duties).

The Department of Treasury “furloughed 21,751 non-exceptional/non-essential employees with an annual salary of $100,000.00 or more during the government shutdown.” This adds up to nearly $84 million spent to pay just these employees to do nothing. Meanwhile, the Administration furloughed as non-essential “nearly all of the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC), which implements the U.S. government’s financial sanctions against countries such as Iran and Syria.” And while taxpayers continued to file returns and make payments during the shutdown, they “could not receive assistance” from the IRS.

“During the shutdown of the federal government in October 2013, the Department of Veterans Affairs furloughed 1,406 employees who are paid an annual salary of $100,000 or more (356 in the Office of Information & Technology, 832 in the Veterans Benefits Administration, and 218 in the Office of the Inspector General). This means $5.6 million was spent to pay $4,000 or more to each of the
employees for not performing any duties. Over this same period, some services to veterans were halted or curtailed and progress to reduce the veterans’ disability claims backlog was stalled.  

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) deemed as non-essential and furloughed approximately 12,300 employees earning an annual salary of $100,000 or more during the government shutdown. The cost to pay these employees for a paid vacation of 16 days exceeded $47 million.

At these three agencies alone, more than $135 million was spent to pay employees with salaries exceeding $100,000 to do nothing for two weeks. With 15 departments and at least 25 independent agencies within the executive branch, more than 100,000 federal employees earning $100,000 or more were likely furloughed and paid to do nothing, costing taxpayers $400 million. This is one-fifth of the total back pay for furloughed non-essential federal employees.

Many who perform what most of us consider essential occupations earn on average far less than $100,000. A full-time public school teacher, for example, is paid about $56,000 a year. A registered nurse is compensated about $68,000 a year. And a police officer is paid about $58,000 a year.

At least six state governors are also paid less than $100,000, including the chief executives of Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Maine, and Oregon.

Any federal employee collecting an annual salary of $100,000 or more should be performing essential work and considered exempt from furlough during a government shutdown. Likewise, Congress, which is expected to perform essential work, should not be paid when it fails to pass an annual budget as required by law.
2. It’s a Bird. It’s a Plane. It’s Superman! – (National Guard) $10 million

Sequestration, the across-the-board spending cuts agreed to by Congress and the President, will reduce the strength of the Army National Guard by more than 8,000 soldiers. So perhaps it shouldn’t be surprising that in the face of these cuts, the National Guard is turning to Superman for help.

Faster than a speeding bullet, more powerful than a locomotive, able to leap tall buildings in a single bound, not even the menacing threats of sequester or a government shutdown could furlough the caped crusader and his fight for truth, justice, and the American way.

This year, the Army National Guard teamed up with Superman on a $10 million “Soldier of Steel” promotional campaign, intended “to increase awareness and consideration of service opportunities in the National Guard.” The recruitment ads “dovetailed with the release of the Warner Bros. blockbuster movie, ‘Man of Steel,’” the latest Superman movie and, strangely enough, with a downsizing of the National Guard.

“The centerpiece of this awareness campaign were two theater spots airing in 90 percent of theater screens nationwide,” according to the National Guard. Signs and video monitors were placed in more than 1,500 theaters “and supporting elements included in-gym networks ads, ads placed with targeted high school magazines/websites, and online/mobile/video ads.”

The promotional campaign also included online video games, a series of work out and fitness videos, and sports cars design wraps. Dale Earnhardt Jr. drove the National Guard “Man of Steel” Chevrolet SS on June 16th at the Michigan International Speedway. Panther Racing’s No. 4 National Guard Chevrolet IndyCar was repainted blue and red with Superman’s iconic “S” placed prominently on the nose of the car for the 97th Running of the Indianapolis 500 Mile Race as part of the National Guard’s “Soldier of Steel” recruiting campaign.

Theater and social media placement for the Superman tie-in recruitment campaign cost the Army National Guard $8 million for development, and production cost another $2 million. These costs do not include the “motorsport car wraps” because the cars were already partnering with the National Guard.
In addition to taxpayer cash, the “Man of Steel” collected more than $160 million from over 100 other promotional tie-ins. The movie itself, *Superman: Man of Steel* has grossed over $662 million worldwide to date and it will earn more with its DVD release.

The Army National Guard’s budget did not fare as well as Superman’s. As a result of the spending restraints imposed by the Budget Control Act of 2011, “the Army may have to reduce at least 100,000 additional personnel across the Total Force – the Active Army, the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve. When coupled with previously planned cuts to end strength, the Army could lose up to 200,000 soldiers over the next ten years,” according to Army leadership.

Yet, the Army still spent $10 million to subsidize the promotion of *Superman* with the hopes of enlisting new recruits. This money could have been better spent on the real life supermen and superwomen in the Army National Guard who are courageously risking all in the fight for truth, justice, and the American way.

As Superman flies away with massive profits from sponsors and ticket sales and the force size and budget of the Army National Guard shrinks, the U.S. national debt continues to go up, up and away.

A car in the Indianapolis 500 Mile Race was repainted blue and red with Superman's iconic “S" on the nose as part of the National Guard's “Soldier of Steel" recruiting campaign.
3. Uncle Sam Looking for Romance on the Web – (NEH) $914,000

More and more people are looking for love online and now Uncle Sam is paying to make the web a little more romantic. The Popular Romance Project has received nearly $1 million from the National Endowment of the Humanities (NEH) since 2010 to “explore the fascinating, often contradictory origins and influences of popular romance as told in novels, films, comics, advice books, songs, and internet fan fiction, taking a global perspective—while looking back across time as far as the ancient Greeks.” In addition to the funds provided by NEH, the Library of Congress Center for the Book is also a participant in the project.

According to the Popular Romance Project, “with this funding, we will develop an expanded website—including hundreds of new video interviews and blog posts, games that explore branding and marketing, and archival materials—as well as a mobile version.”

“Taking love and its stories seriously, wherever they may be found, the Popular Romance Project will spark a lively, thoughtful conversation between fans, authors, scholars, and the general public about the writing, production, and consumption of popular romance, including its history and transformation in the digital age.”

The Popular Romance Project aims to “bring new audiences into the conversation about the nature of love, romance, and their expression in novels and popular culture more broadly” through four programs:

- A documentary entitled “Love Between the Covers”;
- An interactive website dedicated to romance and romance novels;
- An academic symposium on “the past and future of the romance novel” hosted by the Library of Congress Center for the Book; and
- A “nationwide series of library programs dealing with the past, present, and future of the romance novel” with a traveling exhibit.
Some of the recent website topics include:

- **Team Edward or Team Jacob?** “Are heroes like Edward romantic or controlling?” ponders the Popular Romance Project website, referring to the vampire character in the *Twilight.*

- **Call Me Maybe:** The Popular Romance Project website celebrates Carly Rae Jepsen’s hit song “Call Me Maybe” as a “fun, flirty invitation to a dreamy crush” and examines how the song’s video has provoked some “very interesting conversations about contemporary romance.”

- **The Spy Who Loved Me:** The romance of British Secret Service Agent James Bond, 007, is examined by the Popular Romance Project website, noting that “the recurrent death of romance is fundamental to the 007 franchise. What can popular romance scholars make of this motif?”

While supporters note that “in some ways, romance novels are the dirty little secret of the literary world” and “largely ignored by mainstream critics, regularly maligned by academics, and sometimes hidden away even by their readers,” they hope this project will change that impression—all with the assistance of the federal government. In addition to the NEH financial aid, the Library of Congress is planning symposium to “explore the past and future of the romance novel form, scheduled to coincide with the release” of the “Love Between the Covers” documentary “around Valentine’s Day 2015.”

NEH has invested nearly $1 million in this project over the past three years. In September, NEH issued a $250,000 grant for the “production of an interactive, multifaceted website that would serve as an anchor for the Popular Romance Project, a multimedia project on the writing, production, and consumption of popular romance literature.” Last October, NEH provided $616,000 for the “production of a two-hour documentary about the history and context of the romance novel and the global community built around a mass-produced popular cultural product” to be spent this year and next. In 2010, NEH awarded a two-year grant totaling $48,000 for the “planning and scripting for a film, a symposium, and reading and discussion programs on how romance literature reflects universal themes of courtship, love, and intimacy” as well as travel to conferences about romance novels.

NEH may love to waste money on this project, but taxpayers are likely to feel jilted about subsidizing the promotion of a billion dollar industry that generated over $1.4 billion in 2012, and remains as hot as ever.
4. Obama Administration Studies American’s Attitudes Towards Filibuster as Senate Majority Leader Eliminates the Longstanding Senate Right to Debate – (MO) $251,525

What makes the world’s greatest deliberative body so deliberative?

Up until last month, every member of the U.S. Senate had the right to speak for as long as he or she wished, even if doing so delayed votes or other business.

The iconic 1939 movie Mr. Smith Goes to Washington dramatized the power of the filibuster to influence public opinion by utilizing unlimited debate to bring truths to light.

While the majority often grumbles that the filibuster is nothing more than an obstructionist tactic, it is one that has long been utilized to force open debate, improve legislation, bring consensus, and even halt legislation or nominations. As designed, only a supermajority could cut off deliberations by invoking cloture, after which an additional 30 hours of debate time still remained, thereby empowering any senator’s viewpoint to be heard.

While control of the Senate and the White House has changed over the past decade, opinion polls during this period have consistently indicated there is no overwhelming desire from the public to eliminate the filibuster.

But in November, the Senate Majority Leader broke the longstanding rules of the Senate that require 67 votes to change these procedures and killed the filibuster with a bare majority of 51 other senators. The filibuster was eliminated for consideration of most presidential nominations requiring Senate confirmation, thereby “eliminating the ability of the Senate minority to filibuster executive branch nominees and any judgeship below the Supreme Court.” The Senate Majority Leader has since hinted “that at some point the filibuster may end entirely, and not just for nominations,” but also for legislation. He stated if the leader of the Senate “decides that’s what they want to do, then they can have a vote before the full Senate and decide if that’s what they want to do.” He noted “the Senate is a democratic body; it always has been. We work on collegiality just like judges do. But there comes a time when collegiality breaks down and you have to do something.”

While the Majority Leader believes it is democratic to end this longstanding right of all senators, a majority of voters feels the opposite. Quinnipiac University conducted two polls in recent years on the subject and both found a lack of majority support for killing the filibuster. Most Americans believed it would be a “bad idea” to eliminate the filibuster. Another poll found the lack of support for ending the filibuster statistically unchanged, with just 42 percent saying it would be a good idea.
When George W. Bush was president and Republicans held a majority in the Senate in 2005, 43 percent favored eliminating the filibuster.\footnote{37}

Regardless of what party controlled the White House or the Senate, the public has never rallied to end the filibuster.

“There is no groundswell of support for changing the filibuster rule,” notes Peter Brown, assistant director of the Quinnipiac University Polling Institute.\footnote{38}

The point of this, however, is not to dispute the merits of the filibuster or actions of the Majority Leader; rather, it is to debate the necessity to spend federal funds to gauge Americans attitudes towards the parliamentary procedure.

The Obama Administration, which supported the move to end the filibuster,\footnote{59} is spending more than a quarter-of-a-million dollars out of the budget of the National Science Foundation (NSF) to study “attitudes toward the Senate filibuster among the American public.”\footnote{60}

Researchers at Washington University in St. Louis received a $251,525 NSF grant for the project, which is now in its fourth year.\footnote{61}

According to NSF, “this research examines public attitudes about majority rule and minority rights in the United States. It does so by focusing on public views about prominent legislative battles involving the Senate filibuster - extended debate intended to prevent a vote. The Senate’s cloture rule provides that a three-fifths majority of elected senators is required to close debate and move to a vote on a motion, a rule that allows a large minority to prevent majority action. This study exploits an existing survey panel to assess the public’s views of majority rule and minority rights both in the abstract and in response to major legislative episodes. The study examines the effect of abstract views of majority rule, minority rights, and the filibuster, policy preferences, party preferences and other factors such as political sophistication and education on evaluations of legislative outcomes involving the filibuster.”\footnote{62}

The filibuster has already been surveyed at length by public opinion polls going back to the 1930s. Gallup first looked at Americans’ attitudes in 1937, when President Roosevelt sought to pack the Supreme Court and opponents filibustered the change in the Senate.\footnote{63} CNN, CBS News, Quinnipiac, \textit{National Journal}, \textit{The New York Times} and others have all sponsored independent surveys of the public’s attitude toward the filibuster.\footnote{64}

NSF notes the findings of its study “will be reflected in on the investigator’s textbook on congressional politics, which is one of the most widely-read textbooks by undergraduates on the subject.”\footnote{65}

Regardless of whether or not the government’s findings reflect the decades of polls taken without federal funds, all of these opinions may already be irrelevant. The right to filibuster nominations has largely been dismantled without the backing of public opinion and both the Majority Leader and President have left open the possibility of eliminating the legislative filibuster in the future.\footnote{66}

It is difficult to justify funding this politically motivated project while cutting off federal support for hundreds of scientific proposals. NSF announced earlier this year that a result of sequestration “the total number of new research grants will be reduced.”\footnote{67} Approximately 600 new NSF grants were not funded.\footnote{68} But the filibuster research project continues to go on and on just like a real filibuster, which just happened to be partially eliminated.
5. Beachfront Boondoggle: Taxpayer’s on the Hook for Paradise Island Homes – (HI) $500 million

Ever dream of escaping it all and owning a dream home on a remote island paradise? Didn’t think you could afford it? Think again. There is now a U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) home loan program here to help you. Created to assist those with low and moderate incomes in rural areas obtain “safe and sanitary dwellings,” the program has expanded to cover “mortgages for millionaires” and homes in suburban and urban areas, as well as seaside “resort communities.”

This year more than 100 individuals or families received loan guarantees for $500,000 or more from the U.S. Department of Agriculture to purchase a residence in Hawaii. If these new homeowners later cannot afford their new homes, it’s no problem; the federal government will protect the banks from losses by repaying 90 percent of the loans.

These and thousands of other loan guarantees were issued this year by the USDA Rural Housing Service (RHS) Section 502 loan programs. The “Section 502 guarantee program and Section 502 direct loan program provide loans to low and moderate income individuals for the purchase of modest housing in a rural area. The programs had authority to guarantee $24 billion in privately sourced loans and make $900 million in new direct loans for FY2013.”

“There is no down payment requirement” for the loans, “no maximum purchase price,” and—according to USDA—the government “is required to serve all borrowers who meet eligibility requirements and seek to purchase homes in eligible areas” (emphasis added). And despite the name of the program, it serves more than just rural areas. An independent analysis found that, “today, the program covers nearly the entire U.S. land mass. That has helped turn the program into one of the sweetest deals available.”

The program issued nearly 166,000 loan guarantees in FY 2013 and more than 100 of those were for “amounts greater than, or equal to $500,000.” Nearly all of these half-a-million dollar home loans were in Hawaii.

Many of the most scenic parts of Hawaii, including Maui and Kauai, are eligible areas for USDA rural loan assistance. Maui has been selected as the top island in the world for 20 consecutive years in the annual Condé Nast Traveler Readers’ Choice Awards. Providing a “combination of tropical ambience and American comforts,” this island paradise offers “an abundance of activities offered, from whale-watching to nature hikes to watersports” with “unending natural beauty.” The entire island of Kauai, described as “a little slice of heaven,” is considered rural by USDA.

Since property values in Hawaii exceed the national average, buying a home there may seem to be out of reach for most, but everyone from risky borrowers to the wealthy are benefitting from this USDA loan program. The USDA rural housing program’s “income guidelines are generous,” notes a senior loan officer in Hawaii. Likewise for those with more modest incomes, “the Federal Government will reimburse up to 90 percent of the original loan amount to the lender if a borrower defaults on a loan.”

Thousands of borrowers do foreclose every year, costing the federal government hundreds of millions of dollars, and the number and cost have skyrocketed over the past five years. In 2008, the program had 3,369 foreclosures costing in $103 million in loss claims paid. By 2011, there were 18,808
foreclosures costing $295 million. Last year, the program paid $496 million in loss claims, according to the USDA Office of Inspector General. If trends continue, this loss will have exceeded half-billion dollars in 2013.

The department acknowledges default rates “vary throughout the year” and “during 2012, the delinquency rate for loans 30 or more days past due ranged from 7.65 percent to 10.44 percent.” By comparison, the delinquency rate “in a typical housing market is around 3 percent.”

While designed to operate off of loan fees, the program’s delinquency rates make a taxpayer bailout more likely according to experts who predict “it’s likely the program isn’t covering its costs and will probably require taxpayer funding.”

While USDA was putting taxpayers on the hook for generous and increasingly risky loan guarantees, housing assistance to low-income individuals across the country, including in Hawaii, was being cut. In March, USDA threatened the “elimination of rental assistance for more than 10,000 very low income rural residents, generally elderly, disabled, and single female households.” In July the Department notified hundreds of borrowers that their contracts would be cut off before the end of FY 2013, including a housing unit for disabled elderly in Kailua-Kona, Hawaii.

And while USDA is quick to threaten assistance for the poor, elderly and disabled, the Inspector General found the Rural Development program “did not identify and review loss claims from loans with questionable eligibility prior to payment,” resulting in millions of dollars in improper payments.

Before USDA kicks out low income elderly and disabled from rural housing, the department should first discontinue its risky loan practices that are costing nearly half-a-billion dollars a year in loss claims.
6. Pimping the Tax Code – (NV) $17.5 million

Through the tax code, Uncle Sam is assisting the operation of the legal brothels in Nevada. These businesses are antiquated practices from the days of the state’s silver boom starting in the 1850s, yet they still manage to get special treatment in the tax code through exemptions designed for businesses.

Though prostitution is illegal almost everywhere in the nation, the federal tax code still allows brothels to qualify for standard business deductions and expenses. These deductions significantly reduce a brothel’s overall federal income tax liability, even though annual revenues for the industry have been approximately $50 million. All while other sectors of the economy shriveled.

Brothels can take deductions for groceries, “salaries and wages of prostitutes, rent, utilities and taxes and licenses.” The Mustang Ranch brothel, which was Nevada’s oldest, reduced its income tax liability by also deducting costs of “promotion,” which included “free passes.” Workers are also allowed business deductions. “[B]reast implants and…costumes” have also been ruled allowable deductions by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Workers can also deduct the cost of “equipment for that specialized stuff,” noted one tax expert.

About 19 legal brothels currently exist in Nevada. Only 10 counties out of 3,007 in the United States allow prostitution, and all are in Nevada. The counties alone have just 300,000 people. Brothels are hardly economic drivers for communities since most “are in rural areas with few people.”

Even though prostitution is deemed illegal under nearly every law in the nation, Congress must explicitly disallow businesses – legal or illegal – from making such deductions from their tax liability. The IRS argued before the Supreme Court that illegal activities should qualify for normal deductions, but the Court placed the buck on Congress to make that point explicit, which it has failed to do. A number of federal laws already limit the scope of what businesses are allowed to deduct, but brothels are not mentioned.

At least one prominent Nevada lawmaker has noted that allowing the practice gives the Silver state a bad name: “Nevada needs to be known as the first place for innovation and investment – not as the last place where prostitution in still legal.”
7. Mass Destruction of Weapons – (DoD) $7 billion

As the U.S. war effort in the Middle East winds to a close, the military has destroyed more than 170 million pounds worth of useable vehicles and other military equipment. The total amount of equipment eventually to be scrapped—the equivalent of 77,000 metric tons—is approximately 20 percent of the total war material the U.S. military has in Afghanistan.

The military has decided to simply destroy more than $7 billion worth of equipment rather than sell it or ship it back home.

“We have a lot of stuff there. Inevitably, we overbought,” stated Gordon Adams, a professor at American University and former defense official in the Clinton administration. “We always do when we go to war.”

Why just not leave the excess equipment in country for use by the Afghan military? A major concern is that Afghanistan’s forces would be unable to maintain it. Moreover, there is worry the defense industry might suffer if the Pentagon unloads tons of used equipment on the market at vastly reduced prices. This should be viewed as market correction and a positive outcome of the drawdown, not a reason to send valuable equipment to the scrap heap.

The most controversial aspect of the disposal is the mass destruction of Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) vehicles—the massive beige personnel carriers the Pentagon raced to build starting in 2007 to counter the threat of roadside bombs in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The Pentagon has determined it will no longer require about 12,300 of its 25,500 MRAPs. In Afghanistan alone, about 2,000 of roughly 11,000 MRAPs have been labeled excess by the military. About 9,000 will be shipped to the United States and U.S. military bases in Kuwait and elsewhere, but thousands of remaining vehicles, each worth at least $500,000, will simply be shredded.

The MRAPs were once in hot demand, especially by members of Congress. In 2007, Congress appropriated $4 billion for the MRAP program, which was ten times more than the $400 million requested by the Pentagon. The vehicles were as difficult to manufacture as they were popular. The 3/8-inch steel on the vehicles is difficult to produce, and only a few contractors provide it.

In 2007, the Department of Defense made the acquisition of MRAPs its highest priority. More than 24,000 MRAPs were built for troops in Iraq and Afghanistan, costing taxpayers an estimated $45 billion.

Congress’ excess is now on display, however.

What was once the Defense Department’s highest priority is now the Afghanistan scrap market’s flavor of the month. Much of the military’s equipment will continue to be shredded for pennies per pound on the Afghan scrap market. U.S.-made war scrap will likely be worth $80 million on the international market.

The Army has roughly $25 billion worth of equipment in Afghanistan. Some military leaders simply wanted to bring most of it home, but they were overruled because the cost of shipping heavy
equipment out of Afghanistan was too high. However, at least one top Army logistics official disagreed.

Lieutenant General Raymond Mason, Army deputy chief of staff for logistics, contended that since the estimated cost of shipping home and repairing the gear tops out at $14 billion, it makes sense to bring it back. “For an investment of $12 to $14 billion, we get $25 billion worth of stuff,” he stated. 115

According to Mason, “We are very good at getting in, but no so good at getting out.”116
(Department of Commerce) $50 million

One federal agency is charging other offices and taxpayers to provide government reports that are largely available free of charge on the Internet. It is essentially the “let me Google that for you” office of the federal government.

Home to more than three million records,117 the Department of Commerce’s National Technical Information Service (NTIS) collects “government-funded scientific, technical, engineering, and business-related information” and reports and sells them to other federal agencies.118 Only it turns out most of what it sells can also be found for free on the Internet with little effort.

Established more than 60 years ago, NTIS is a vestige of the pre-Internet era when a lot of the reports the agency collects were not widely available; however, as times have changed agency has not.

Required by law to be largely self-sustaining,119 NTIS charges other federal agencies to access its collection of reports. However, a November 2012 review of the office by GAO uncovered that about three-quarters of the reports in the NTIS archives were available from other public sources. Specifically, “GAO estimated that approximately 621,917, or about 74 percent, of the 841,502 reports were readily available from one of the other four publicly available sources GAO searched.”

GAO explains, “The source that most often had the reports GAO was searching for was another website located at http://www.Google.com.”120 In addition, reports could be found on the website of the issuing federal department, the Government Printing Office’s website, or USA.gov.121

Yet, federal departments continue to send taxpayer dollars to NTIS for reports they could get for free with a simple web search. NTIS notes that one of its best-sellers122 is the Armed Forces Recipe Service, available on CD-ROM for $79.123 However, the Armed Forces Recipe Service recipe index is also available online and can be downloaded for free directly from the Quartermaster Corps Website.124 Further, a recipe index that offers “1,700 convenient recipes for groups of 100 that can be easily adjusted up or down.”125 likely falls outside the scope of technical, scientific, and engineering reports the office should be collecting.

Another report sold by NTIS is the 2009 Public Health Service Food Code produced by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), which is available for $69.126 Alternatively, the report is available for free on the Food and Drug Administration’s website.127

Moreover, GAO found much of the work outdated because NTIS has focused largely on growing its repertoire of older reports. “Specifically, NTIS added approximately 841,500 reports to its repository during fiscal years 1990 through 2011, and approximately 62 percent of these had publication dates of
2000 or earlier.” While the office worked to accumulate reports older than those dated 2000, GAO reports that only 21 percent of the reports distributed from 2001 to 2011 were dated older than 1989. Meanwhile, nearly 100 percent of the reports from 2009-2011 were distributed. However, these are also the most likely to be available online elsewhere.

More than 12 years ago, GAO issued two different reports explaining NTIS would need to soon reconsider its function and fee-based model, as the Internet made the reports it sold available for free. Shuttering the NTIS entirely was first suggested in 1999, by the Clinton administration’s Secretary of Commerce William Daley, who contended “declining sales revenues soon would not be sufficient to recover all of NTIS’ operating costs.” The Secretary “attributed this decline to other agencies’ practice of making their research results available to the public for free through the Web.”

According to GAO, “the decline in revenue for its products continues to call into question whether NTIS’s basic statutory function of acting as a self-financing repository and disseminator of scientific and technical information is still viable.”

As the actual “let me Google that for you” website (http://lmgtfy.com/) explains, “this is for all of those people who find it more convenient to bother you with their question than google it for themselves.” But when NTIS is doing the Googling, the search response comes with a price tag for taxpayers.

Federal agencies pay NTIS millions of dollars each year to provide government reports can are available for free online and can be found with a simple Google search.
9. Millions Spent Building, Promoting an Insurance Plan Few Want and a Website that Doesn’t Work – (Department of Health and Human Services) At least $379 million

With nearly half-a-billion dollars in government funding put behind promoting a product relatively few people seem interested in purchasing from a website that doesn’t work, Obamacare is perhaps the biggest marketing flop since Coca-Cola introduced the world to “New Coke” in 1985.

The cost to build Healthcare.gov is estimated at $319 million so far.134 “The total amount to be spent nationally on publicity, marketing and advertising will be at least $684 million, according to data compiled The Associated Press from federal and state sources.”135

As the Washington Post reported on Obamacare’s infamous website Healthcare.gov, “when the Web site went live Oct. 1, it locked up shortly after midnight as about 2,000 users attempted to complete the first step.”136

As time went by, things did not much improve.

Fewer than 107,000 people had enrolled in Obamacare as of early November,137 even though more than 4.8 million Americans were notified their health insurance plans were canceled as a result of the new Obamacare rules and regulations.138 There were only 23 people per day that enrolled during the first month in the Federal Exchange.139 And the latest polls show growing opposition to the program, with 57 percent of Americans now opposing the Affordable Care Act, better known as “Obamacare.”140

President Obama candidly acknowledged what millions of Americans had concluded after trying to use the new HealthCare.gov website: it was not working:

“The rollout of the new health care [website] has been rough, to say the least... We always knew that that was going to be complicated and everybody was going to be paying a lot of attention to it,” he said. “We should have done a better job getting that right on day one -- not on day 28 or on day 40.”141

A significant part of the response to Healthcare.gov’s failures, however, has been an intensifying ad campaign. “Ads based on research about the uninsured” have already been “popping up on radio, TV and social media. The pitch: If you don’t make much money, the government can pick up some of the cost of your health insurance. If you can afford a policy, by law you have to get one.”142 The unintended punch line is the ads direct the uninsured to sign up for a plan on the website.

One health insurance company executive questioned “why would you spend $1 million sending people to a website that’s broken.”143 A very good question since administration officials were warned by consultants in March that the healthcare.gov website was “at risk of failure.”144 Yet the Administration went ahead and signed lucrative contracts with a number of big name Washington PR firms for more than $60 million to promote the site anyway.

“In July, HHS inked a $33 million contract with PR giant Weber Shandwick. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid had already signed a $3 million and $8 million contracts. Porter Novelli also has a $20 million contract with the agency.”145
As one Washington PR veteran noted, “you can have the greatest PR program imaginable on all different platforms — social, media, advertising and earned media — but you have to have a product that is functioning.”

The states setting up their own health care exchanges “will receive proportionally more federal money for outreach, advertising and marketing than” the states where the federal government is running the program. In those states, “community groups with federal grants will lead the effort” to convince people to sign up.

ABC News showcased what it labeled “The Strangest Ads to Promote Obamacare Sign-Ups.” Topping the list is Minnesota’s ads “using legendary folklore hero Paul Bunyan (and his blue ox Babe) to show Minnesotans that the land of the north is also ‘the land of 10,000 reasons to get health insurance.’” The two appear in a series of ads in which the famous lumberjack suffers some kind of typical Minnesota injury -- an axe wound, a water ski collision.

Nearly $28 million will be spent promoting Obamacare in Washington. One of the state’s ads has a woman playing “paper, rock, scissors” to escape the attack of a rabid raccoon.

Oregon is spending $10 million advertising Obamacare with advertisements that don’t even mention the program or how to enroll in it. One of the television ads, produced by the Portland advertising agency North, Inc., does not mention the word “insurance” or how or why to enroll in the program. Another Oregon ad does not mention the word “insurance,” but features what appears to be Gumby riding on the Beatles’ yellow submarine. Between Oct. 1 to Nov. 30, however, just 44 residents were able to sign up for private insurance through Cover Oregon.

Colorado is spending more than $20 million to promote the program hoping to enroll 136,000 patients in health exchange network by the end of March. So far, fewer than 4,000 have been enrolled, though one of the enrollee’s turned out to be a man’s pet dog. The state’s ad campaign compares enrolling in Obamacare to winning at a casino and features an Elvis impersonator.

In Kentucky, outreach workers attended a number of bourbon festivals and visited college campuses across the state to make young people aware of the program.

California is spending $94 million on its Obamacare enrollment campaign, including “radio and television commercials, highway billboard advertisements, and a number of Twitter and Facebook posts” and promotion at county fairs and street festivals.
10. Cost of Unused Mega-Blimp Goes Up, Up and Away – (Army) $297 Million

In an era of technological advances that make the machines of war smaller and more agile, the Army spent three and a half years developing a football field-sized blimp that would provide continuous surveillance of the Afghan battlefield – called by some an “unblinking eye.”

In 2013, however, the Army closed the blimp’s eye forever when it brought the project to a halt after spending nearly $300 million. The Army sold the airship back to the contractor that was building it for just $301,000.

The blimp, also known as the Long Endurance Multi-Intelligence Vehicle (LEMV), was intended to fly without a human pilot for up to three weeks at a time, recording everything on the ground. With an expected total cost of $517 million, an aggressive schedule was set to launch the helium-filled airship.

Army officials hoped to see the blimp flying over the Afghan battlefield by December 2011, but instead the aircraft made its first and only voyage in August 2012 – for 90 minutes over Lakehurst, New Jersey.

Immediately following the flight – which was manned – the Army issued a release declaring the test “successful,” saying the blimp, “can operate at altitudes greater than 22,000 feet above mean sea level, has a 2,000 mile radius of action, can carry a 2,750 pound [intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance] payload for more than 21 days,” and is highly fuel efficient.

Less than two months later, however, GAO released a report which showed the project had been plagued with severe problems.

GAO found the LEMV “did not meet their originally scheduled launch dates and have experienced cost overruns ...” Despite its intended ability to fly at 20,000 feet for 21 straight days, GAO noted the airship was “12,000 pounds overweight” and would only be able to fly at 16,000 for “4 to 5 days.”

The blimp sat parked in Hangar 6 at Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakhurst until the Army decided to shut the project down in 2013.

In addition to the cost and schedule mishaps, some noted how the blimp had an uncertain mission with the Afghan war winding down.

It was not the first airship to be grounded by the military, however.
According to Defense News, “The Defense Department has spent more than $1 billion on at least nine programs in recent years, yet the military owns just one working airship, a piloted Navy blimp called MZ-3A, which is used for research.”

Army officials, with no more use for an enormous blimp, decided to salvage what they could and sold the aircraft back to the contractor for $301,000 – a fraction of its cost to build.

After nearly $300 million invested in its design and construction, the Army was left with nothing but an empty hangar bay.
11. Pillownauts, Paid to Lie Around and Do Nothing – (NASA) $360,000

With 97 percent of its staff laid off, NASA became the most shut down agency during this year’s
government shutdown. More than 17,700 of NASA’s 18,250 employees were furloughed for weeks.
And the NASA administrator has said furloughs may occur again in 2014 if sequestration continues.

Yet the space agency is paying 20 individuals $18,000 each to literally do nothing more than lie
around for a couple months. Subjects of NASA’s Countermeasure and Functional Testing study “will spend 70 days
lying in bed” with their “body slightly tilted downward (head down, feet up).”

While participants in the study have been called “pillownauts,” NASA does not want “couch potatoes” for the study, says
researcher Ronita Cromwell.

Since the test subjects have lots of free time while lying around, participants are free to watch TV or
play games. Some “write books or try to learn foreign languages, and some even continue to work if
they have Internet-based occupations.”

The NASA Flight Analogs Project Team at the Johnson Space Center “maintains a dedicated bed-rest study facility” at the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston where NASA has been conducting bed rest research for years.

A participant in one study said “the day I got up, after being in bed for 54 days [the study was cut short by Hurricane Ike], my feet hurt like crazy walking for the first time! But, I reminded myself, this is what astronauts go through, too.”

“A few people take a liking to the study and come back for more.” John Neigut, a researcher with the Flight Analogs Project says “we have numerous repeat requests for people to come back to the study.”

Who wouldn’t want to be paid to lie in bed all day?

NASA says the bed rest study “will help scientists learn how an astronaut’s body will change in weightlessness during space flight in the future,” presumably on a mission to Mars, which is the top priority of the space agency according to the administrator.
No manned space missions to Mars—or anywhere else—are planned, scheduled or even possible in the foreseeable future, however, and NASA no longer has an active manned space program. But even in the event such a mission does occur, a lack of physical exercise during a long trip to Mars pales in comparison to the much larger health threat posed to astronauts by cosmic rays which can cause acute radiation sickness.\(^{186}\)

Paying people to lie in bed and daydream of flying to Mars may be as close as NASA gets to sending a manned mission to the red planet. Perhaps the agency might get there sooner if it prioritized paying rocket scientists and engineers rather than people to just lie around.

**30 Weeks on a Mattress**

Duplication? NASA has conducted the pillownaut study numerous times since the 1960’s. But back then, NASA had real plans for long term space travel.
12. Indie Rock Music Execs’ World Tour – (ITA) $284,300

With aging rock stars now old enough to collect Social Security, perhaps it should not be so shocking a genre of music that once represented rebellion and counter-culture is now taking government welfare and handouts.

The American Association of Independent Music (A2IM) received $284,300 this year from the International Trade Administration (ITA) Market Development Cooperator program. This is “the first time” the federal government’s “trade arm” has funded the promotion of the U.S. music industry.

With the government subsidies, independent music label executives have been traveling around the globe promoting rock music in foreign markets on what might be called “the Indie Rock Music Execs World Tour.” Last year, ITA officials accompanied A2IM members on a trip to Asia. This year the group was rocking in Rio.

Rock and roll—despite declining revenues—is still big business, generating $7.1 billion in the U.S. last year and independent music sales now make up one-third of the U.S. market, according to Billboard magazine.

So why would those who represent indie rock—an alternative form of rock that resists the commercial influences of big money—ask Uncle Sam to sponsor their tour?

“We need to find new revenue streams,” explained Rich Bengloff, president of the American Association of Independent Music.

Whatever the excuse, the group is having a rocking good time courtesy of taxpayers. Government official joined 12 independent music industry execs—once cultural adversaries—on a multi-city trip to Brazil from April 18-22, 2013. The agenda included a conference on independent music and “marathon one-on-one meetings in Rio De Janeiro and Sao Paulo over four days, with a little R&R in between.” This included a side trip to Sugarloaf Mountain.

Alec Bemis, the managing partner at Brassland label, spent time on the trip to Brazil “comparing the record stores, club districts and facial expressions of locals at the mention of his bands.” He “spent a day strolling through a six-story Sao Paulo mall of tiny mom-and-pop shops devoted to rock music, posters and fashion.” He concluded in Brazil, “lots of kids are into in Goth rock and hard-core, underground rock forms.” When asked about the success of his trip, Mr. Bemis said he “didn’t ink any deals” but thought the trip it was a great opportunity, noting, “Oh, this could work.” While his label’s bands and their fans may not have got to join him on the trip, Bemis points out “the internet has...
been creating a smaller, more connected world for over a decade.”

This is a good point that further raises the necessity of government support for this and other trips.

As a result of the government funded junkets, Mr. Bengloff said some labels have “signed foreign distribution and licensing deals that will generate hundreds of thousands of dollars a year.”

Coincidentally, that is the amount taxpayers shelled out to pay for the tickets of this tour that did not even get to attend.

With a growing market share, becoming the first genre of rock to ask for a government hand out, and even raising money for politicians, indie rock and roll is sounding less independent these days and more like a special interest collecting corporate welfare.

The Indie Rock Music Execs World Tour may not have sold out, but the labels who participated surely did.
Here is a status update no one will “like” – one of America’s largest companies avoided paying federal or state income taxes, and is poised to do so again this year. In fact, they will likely receive a check from the federal government in the form of a tax refund.

Despite bringing in more than $1 billion in U.S. pretax profits last year, the social media giant Facebook reported a combined $429 million refund from their federal and state tax filings. Uncle Sam cut a check to Facebook for roughly $295 million in 2012, according to one analysis of the company’s 10-K filing.

Facebook’s first annual 10-K report filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission for 2012 details the company’s use of the employee stock option tax deduction, which lowered the company’s income taxes owed to federal and state authorities by $1.03 billion last year.

By providing stock options as a major form of their compensation, to date, Facebook has claimed $3.2 billion in federal and state stock option deductions, $1.03 billion of which was used to offset their total U.S. pretax profit of $1.1 billion in 2012, and $429 million was refunded from its 2010 and 2011 tax bills.

The remaining $2.17 billion in stock option tax deductions can now be carried forward by the company and used to offset future tax liabilities. This rollover, in addition to currently outstanding employee stock options, may once again make this year’s tax bill disappear.

If Facebook has the same U.S. pretax profit in 2013 as last year ($1.1 billion), the company will be able to zero out their tax bill for the next year.

Taxpayers gave Facebook a gift card worth an estimated $295 million in 2012, and Uncle Sam will likely cut the billion-dollar company another big check in 2013.

If your wife is angry at you and you don’t want her to stay that way, you might avoid passing along the findings of this government study.

Wives would find marriage more satisfying if they could calm down faster during arguments with their husbands, according to government-funded research.

The researchers observed 82 married couples. “The marriages that were the happiest were the ones in which the wives were able to calm down quickly during marital conflict,” explained one researcher.

“When couples encounter strongly negative emotional events (e.g., anger arising from disagreements, disappointments, and perceived betrayals) they often fall into primitive, survival-oriented mode of interaction,” the study says. “In these interactions, spouses repeatedly attempt to justify their own behavior; criticize the other spouse in a harsh, contemptuous ways; make broad, negative attributions; and engage in nonproductive cycles of demand-withdraw behaviors.”

Those unions where wives calmed down quicker were associated with “greater current levels of marital satisfaction for both wives and husbands” as well as “greater marital satisfaction over time for wives.” However, “husbands’ downregulation of negative emotion (i.e. experience, behavior, and physiology) was not associated with wives or husbands’ marital satisfaction.”

One example provided in the study of “negative events during conflict conversation” focuses on a stereotypical exchange between a husband and wife regarding how she looks in a dress. She says it is “pretty” and elicits “many compliments” when she wears it. He says he doesn’t “think they are sincere” and that he “tolerates” her suit because it doesn’t look “neat.” He prefers a different outfit which she says is “for a teeny bopper.”

The researchers admit the study “had several limitations.”

The National Institutes for Health spent $335,525 to conduct the study.

Regardless, men who want a happy marriage are probably wise to avoid telling their wives the government’s advice to resolving marital conflicts is for her to calm down.
15. Lifestyle Coaching for Senate Staff -- (Senate Office of Education and Training) $1.9 million

Sometimes working in the Senate is stressful and means staying up all night to get your projects done.

Fortunately, overworked and under-slept staffers can take one of dozens of lifestyle coaching classes offered by the Senate to ensure they’re okay.

The Senate Office of Education and Training offers Senate employees a wide variety of free courses on everything from the “Benefits of a Good Night’s Sleep” to “Pressure Point Therapy Workshop,” in which students are taught “how to locate and relieve active pressure.” For its efforts, the office was provided $1.9 million in 2013 according to information provided by the office of the Senate Sergeant at Arms.

While the office is little known, even within the Senate, it made national headlines briefly in 2012 over a typo on the cover of its course catalog.

After misspelling the word “training” by leaving out the first “N,” one staffer remarked, “Ooh! They’ve got an editing and proofreading class!”

According to its website, the Office “provides a variety of ways for you [a Senate staffer] to enhance your professional development and increase your performance and technical skills.” These include such offerings as, “Assert Yourself: Speak Up with Tact Rather than Suffer in Silence,” which will teach Senate employees the recognize the difference between assertive, aggressive, and passive behavior “without being a steamroller or a pushover.”

Other classes for the more reserved include, “Small Talk: Breaking the Ice in Social Situations” and “That’s Not What I Meant!,” a one hour class that “explore[s] the difference between your intention and the impact of your words and behavior on the other person.” It teaches the important lesson that “[c]ommunication is difficult and complex.”
In “Be Curious, Not Furious” students are taught how to examine a difficult work relationship, discuss the difference between labeling people and understanding them, and discuss five ways for understanding challenging behavior.\(^{221}\)

Should that fail to do the trick, the class on “Forgiveness,” defines the concept and explains the “[c]onsequences of holding a grudge.”\(^ {222}\)

Some classes are there for Senate staff who slept through elementary, middle and high school such as “Making Subjects and Verbs Agree.”\(^ {223}\)

“The Basics of Listening” is one of the courses offered by the Senate Office of Education and Training. It is uncertain if the lessons were actually heard since senators seemed to talk past each other more than ever this year.
16. Money-Losing Sugar Loans Leave Taxpayers With Bitter Taste – (USDA) $171.5 million

When Americans borrow money from banks, they are usually also required to pay them back with money. When U.S. sugar producers borrow money from the taxpayer, however, they can pay it back with sugar.

It’s all part of a convoluted, money-losing scheme to sweeten sugar producers’ bottom lines – known as the U.S. Sugar Program.

In 2013 alone, the government lost $171.5 million because sugar companies could not pay back the government for money it borrowed.224

The 2008 Farm Bill created the Feedstock Flexibility Program (FFP) to increase the use of ethanol and biofuels. Under this program, the government is required, in times of surplus, to buy sugar from processors and to re-sell the sugar to ethanol plants.225 Since the 2012-2013 sugar harvest season is the first to yield a surplus, taxpayers are witnessing the program’s wastefulness for the first time. In August, the first use of the FFP, the USDA bought only 7,118 tons out of 100,000 tons of sugar offered for resale.226

USDA then sold this sugar to an ethanol maker at a $2.7 million loss.227

In its second purchase, USDA paid $65.9 million for 136,026 tons of sugar, and then sold it to ethanol makers for $12.6 million—a $53.3 million loss.228 Facing a global surplus of sugar for the foreseeable future, the Congressional Budget Office forecasted the FFP to cost taxpayers at least $239 million over the next ten years.229

So how does the USDA end up with this surplus sugar to sell at a loss to ethanol makers? Because the USDA has lent over $1.2 billion to sugar processors in exchange for sugar in collateral.230 In a move to protect U.S. sugar processors from foreign competition, USDA disperses loans for price support to ensure that U.S. domestic sugar prices are higher than the global markets and that Big Sugar keeps bringing in big profits. In the 2012-2013 season, 20,000 sugar farmers received $1.7 billion in net gains.231

Instead of repaying the USDA with cash from their profits, U.S. sugar processors and producers are actually defaulting on their loans and forfeiting the sugar they put up as collateral. American Crystal Sugar, the leading American sugar processor with 15.1% of the market, defaulted on its loan of $71.2 million, which is one-fifth of the government loans held by sugar processors who may also default.232 While defaulting on a loan has serious financial consequences for the American taxpayer, American Crystal’s President and CEO, David Berg, called it “beneficial to [American Crystal’s] financial health,” and “the way the sugar program is intended to work.”233

American Crystal is not the only sugar processor not paying its bill to American taxpayers. Earlier in September 2013, USDA accepted 85,000 tons of sugar as payment for a loan due in August.234 Although USDA swapped the sugar for import credits, the government had to swallow the $34.6 million cost of the loan.235 As of September 30, 2013, 20 percent of the USDA loans, over $233 million, to U.S. sugar processors were outstanding.26
17. Tax-Payer Funded “Pole Dancing”: NEA makes it rain for Austin performance group – (NEA) $10,000

“This feels like art,” said one performer in the PowerUP Project, which features a troupe of Austin Energy employees who engage in performance art in Austin, Texas, “not so much like work.” But taxpayers are partially funding the choreographed “pole dancing” courtesy of a $10,000 dollar grant from the National Endowment of the Arts. In other words, the group’s choreographed pole-dancing is being conducted at taxpayer expense.

PowerUP is the an artistic venture of Forklift Danceworks, a performance group that “celebrates the extraordinary in the ordinary” by creating performances that focus on finding the artistic value in the mundane.

According to their website, the performance includes more than fifty linemen, electrical technicians and Austin Energy employees in a choreographed ninety minute dance with bucket trucks, cranes and field trucks, and a set of 20 utility poles, all set before a live audience – accompanied by the aforementioned pole-dancing.

“The NEA funding really helps,” says Allison Orr, Artistic Director of Forklift Danceworks, “First of all, it's a vote of confidence, it gives us a certain amount of respect and credibility that helps us to bring in dollars from other organizations.”

The creators of the program have said the show is to give tribute to the unseen men who provide and secure the power lines to one of Texas’s greatest cities. But in an age of austerity and cuts to government services, the government might consider that one of the best ways to show support for blue-collar workers like these is to put more money in their pocket – not make it rain for pole-dancing linemen.
18. The Million Dollar Bus Stop – (VA)

“Is it made of gold?” asked one commuter after learning a single bus stop in Arlington County, Virginia, cost $1 million.240 The answer is no.

The SuperStop is, however, complete with heated benches and sidewalks, “wireless zones for personal computers.” Yet it has one shortcoming—a roof that hardly protects from the rain, snow, wind or blazing sun.

With a total cost was $1 million,241 the bus stop cost more than most single-family homes.242

It is large enough to accommodate two buses at a time, but has room to shelter only 15 people.243 And where it lacks practicality, it seems to make up for in presentation: “The glass-and-steel roof swoops up like a bird taking flight” and “a wall made of etched glass opens the rear vista to newly planted landscaping.”244

One patron decried the high cost in an era of more important domestic challenges: “How much steel? How much cement? How much glass? One million [dollars]? Bring them to court. People are hungry. People are sleeping on the street. It doesn’t need $1 million.”245

“Where we’re from, they built a whole highway rest stop for $1.5 million,” noted one tourist.

The former chairman of the Arlington County Democratic Committee agreed with the sentiment, labeling the bus stop’s construction “extravagant and wasteful spending on non-essential design elements.”246

Some have questioned the open-air design of a roof slanted upward and minimal walls. The bus shelter is “pretty,” one County Board member said, “but I was struck by the fact that if it’s pouring rain, I’m going to get wet, and if it’s cold, the wind is going to be blowing on me.”247 He questioned

The buck—and the bus—stops here. In fact, one million bucks were dropped off here to construct the “SuperStop,” complete with heated benches and sidewalks but little protection from rain, snow, or the blazing sun.
even calling the structure a shelter at all. “It doesn’t seem to be a shelter. It doesn’t really shelter you very much...you can get pretty soaked in two minutes.”

Future Super Stops costs were budgeted at $904,000, but public outcry about the cost of the first was so high the county had to temporarily halt the process. 248

The county is hoping to build 23 similar SuperStops and has received $8 million in federal funding since Fiscal Year 2004 to do so. 249 To date, only $1.5 million in federal funds has been spent on the project, leaving $6.5 million in the bank. 250 In FY2013, $102,986 in federal funds were spent on the SuperStop project. 251

The bus stop is now under investigation. Arlington County has hired an independent contractor to conduct a “comprehensive review” of the project. 252 The investigation, which is adding more cost to the bus stop boondoggle, is likely to come to the same conclusion as the commuters and taxpayers in Arlington County: The SuperStop is a super waste of money.

Can’t take the cold: the SuperStop can hardly be described as a bus “shelter.” A December storm left the bench dusted with snow
19. Comic Book Superheroes Documentary - (NEH) $125,000

Americans have been holding out for a hero for a long time to go to Washington and straighten out the mess. But alas there are not many supermen within the halls of power these days willing to put the nation's interests above their own, so why shouldn't turn to imaginary heroes from the pages of comic books instead?

That is exactly what two government agencies are doing to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the debut of Superman, considered by many to be the first comic book superhero, in Action Comics #1.

To mark the milestone, the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) have financed the production of a documentary, “Superheroes: A Never-Ending Battle,” looking back at the history of comics and their impact. The three part documentary aired on Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in October and is now available for purchase.

That's right, you paid to produce the series and now you can purchase your own copy for $24.99.

The Superheroes project has received three federal grants totaling $825,000 over the past three years: A $125,000 NEH grant provided in July, another $675,000 NEH grant awarded in September 2010 and a $25,000 NEA grant in August 2010.

Despite the existence of several other similar documentaries produced over the years, NEH claims “Superheroes: A Never-Ending Battle” is the first documentary to examine the dawn of the comic book genre and its powerful legacy. The History Channel aired “Comic Book Superheroes Unmasked” in 2005, for example, and “Comic Book Confidential,” released in 1988 and re-issued on its 20th anniversary, won an award for Best Feature Length Documentary.

This documentary is not the first time the federal government has recognized the cultural impact and influence of the heroes and creators of comic books. In 2008, President George W. Bush awarded the National Medal of Arts to Stan Lee, for “his groundbreaking work as one of America's most prolific storytellers, recreating the American comic book,” noting Lee’s “complex plots and humane super heroes celebrate courage, honesty, and the importance of helping the less fortunate, reflecting America's inherent goodness.”

Comic books have come a long way. In the 1950s, a U.S. Senate Committee investigated a possible link between comic books and juvenile delinquency. Today, comic books are big business and many of the characters they spawned star in the hottest summer flicks at the box office. Just last year, comic book publication sales exceeded $474 million. The same year, “Marvel's Avengers,” based on the
superhero comic book featuring Captain America, Thor, Iron Man, and others grossed over $623 million in movie ticket sales. While there is no denying the influence of comic books and superheroes, taxpayers deserve real heroic action to confront the debt monster that continues to grow evermore menacing as a result of Washington’s whimsical and wasteful spending on projects like this. Coincidentally, in *Action Comics* #1, Superman confronts nefarious behavior in Washington, D.C.
It’s not every day an official with a leadership role within a federal agency asks to be fired and for his agency to be eliminated.

It happened this summer.

“I have concluded that [my agency] is a congressional experiment that hasn’t worked out in practice,” wrote Mike Marsh, the Inspector General for the Denali Commission. Marsh said the commission’s mission had “run its course” and that it was time to cut it off from federal funding.

The request did not go unnoticed.

“Fire Me” proclaimed the front page headline of the print edition of The Washington Post reporting on the unusual request. Yet Congress ignored his request and the agency continues to receive federal funds. No hearings were held about the future of the agency or even to defend the money it had spent or work it has done over the past 15 years.

Few federal agencies have the distinction now being worn by the Denali Commission. In 2013, the agency’s inspector general said the commission’s mission had “run its course” and that it was time to cut it off from federal funding.

Denali was established by Congress through the Denali Commission Act of 1998 to promote rural development in the State of Alaska, also known as the “bush” communities. Projects include power generation, transition facilities, communication systems, water and sewer systems and other infrastructure needs.

The Commission’s goal is to deliver services of the federal government in the most cost-effective manner by reducing administrative and overhead costs. In 2013, the commission received $10.7 million in federal funds and for fiscal year 2014, the Obama Administration requested $7.4 million. Despite these goals, and 15 years of existence, the Inspector General for Denali urged Congress to “sunset Denali as a federal entity and convert it into a nonfederal entity.”

Much of the Inspector General’s concerns lie with his belief that many bush communities cannot financially sustain the Commission’s investments, and thus the money is wasted and the communities do not benefit. Most of the commission’s money has gone towards supplying the towns with
powerhouses, tank farms, and medical clinics, but in many cases there is not additional funding, staff, and upkeep expertise to keep these facilities running.

According to the Inspector General, Denali records show it has spent around $200 million on facilities in 81 Alaskan locations with populations of less than 250 people. Further, the total population served in these 81 locations totaled less than 10,000 people – or less than two percent of the state's population.

Denali is run by roughly 15 full-time employees who interface with the federal government and Alaskan state agencies, among other entities. The Inspector General described Denali, however, as nothing more than a “middleman” that provides an unnecessary link in the funding chain. Further, the Inspector General believes the Alaskan State agencies are “far more technically sophisticated” than the small Denali staff and can deal with cabinet-level personnel in a more effective way.

After more than a decade on the job overseeing the commission, Inspector General Mike Marsh asked that “Congress no longer send Denali an annual ‘base’ appropriation” but instead find ways to help it “leave the federal nest.”
21. Federal Program Plays Secret Santa to Special Interests – (USDA) $50 million

While the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) sounded a lot like Scrooge this year by threatening to cut nutrition assistance for low income women and children, it was behaving like a secret Santa to special interests spreading good cheer and taxpayer dollars through the Specialty Crop Block Grant Program. Here are more than a few other examples how the program spent $50 million to ring in the holidays early in 2013:

Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree. Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Clause. And the Virginia Christmas Tree Growers Association is one of the six projects involving Christmas trees that was funded. These included shearing, marketing and promoting Christmas trees. The program also supported at least five ornamental plant initiatives, including a project to “to increase consumers’ awareness and preference for Florida-grown ornamental plants by investigating determinants of consumer purchasing behavior such as personal health and wellness benefits and environmental and economic benefits and by developing contextually relevant marketing strategies to increase plant sales” and another to support seminars on ornamental plants at the South Carolina Nursery and Landscape Association conference.

Visions of Sugar-plums Dancing in Their Heads. The Specialty Crop Block Grant Program had a sweet tooth for sugar producers this year and gave the plum growers reason to dance. The California Dried Plum Board received taxpayer dollars “to enhance the market for” prunes in Japan and South Korea. Funding was provided for “developing and implementing a comprehensive social media marketing campaign” for the Vermont Maple Sugar Makers’ Association, “organizing and promoting a Maple Weekend including a recipe contest, tours of sugarhouses, restaurant participation, and promotional activities” with the Massachusetts Maple Producers Association, and partnering with the Michigan Maple Syrup Association “to increase the profitability of Michigan maple syrup producers by developing planting stock for new sugar bushes with a higher sap sugar.”

Global Santa Tracker. Just like Santa with his bag full of toys, the USDA Specialty Crop Block Grant Program traveled around the world this year spreading joy, with more than ten grants paying for international junkets. These included conducting the “USA Pear Road Show” in China, sending representatives from the Oklahoma Pecan Growers Association to international trade shows, bringing wine connoisseurs from China to Washington state, supporting the participation of Puerto Rican coffee producers in the Specialty Coffee Association of Europe trade shows, hosting seminars on “cooking with pistachios and prunes” in Japan and South Korea, putting on “meetings, product showcases, trade tastings, and educational seminars” for Oregon producers in Asia, facilitating a bean grower field day in Mexico, supporting attendance at domestic and international trade shows for Michigan groups and companies, and assisting with a “trade development mission” to Vietnam, the Philippines and Hong Kong.
Holiday Wine and Spirits. Santa may enjoy a glass of milk with cookies to get him through a busy evening of delivering holiday gifts and cheer, but the Specialty Crop Block Grant Program showed a preference for wine. The program funded 35 wine related projects this year. These included creating two smart phone apps to help “navigate to the next winery,” promoting wine trails and sales, improving wine tasting room satisfaction, and developing a West Virginia wine trail publication, and hosting a Wine Pavilion at the South Dakota State Fair.283

Making a List and Checking It Twice. When making a list of duplicative government programs, the Specialty Crop Block Grant Program is sure to be on it at least twice since it mirrors in many ways at least two other USDA programs, the Market Access Program and Value-Added Producer Grants.

While not all of the projects funded by the Specialty Crop Block Grant Program were wasteful, nearly all were eligible for funding from other federal programs making the program unnecessary. The largest proportion of grants was provided for marketing and promotion, such as social media for strawberries and a YouTube video about the proper handling of watermelons.

And a Partridge in a Pear Tree: The “USA Pear Road Show,” promoting pears as far away as China, was one of the two pear related projects funded this year by the Specialty Crop Block Grant Program. While a flight to China was included, no partridge was actually involved in either project.284
22. Federal Government Spends Millions on Apartments for Deaf Seniors, Then Decides They Can’t Be Used by Deaf Seniors – (HUD) $1,236,500

After spending $2.6 million on needed apartments for the deaf, government lawyers now say the Tempe, Arizona based Apache ASL Trails (Apache) apartment facility violates the law because it has too many deaf residents. According to the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the apartment facility does not do enough to also attract non-deaf residents.285 However, HUD funded this award winning project “knowing” the property was designed and built “for seniors who are deaf, hard of hearing, and deaf-blind.”286

About eight years ago, a federal study found that deaf and hard of hearing persons face pervasive discrimination in the rental housing market.287 So projects like the 75-unit apartment, designed specifically for the deaf started to be funded and built.288 The Tempe, Arizona building is highly successful. According to reports, more than 85 percent of the units are occupied by deaf, deaf-blind and hard of hearing tenants.289 Currently there is a long waiting list.

The apartments offer a much needed “independent living community for seniors 55 years of age located close to everything in the East Valley.”290 Most importantly, the apartments create a barrier free environment that facilitates communication among residents and between residents and staff. Additional amenities include a “video phone that allows residents to talk with friends,”291 light-equipped fire alarms, and “blinking lights signal when the doorbell rings and when utilities like the garbage disposal and air conditioning are running.”292 It is worth noting that these additional amenities far exceed the minimal accessibility requirements mandated by HUD for persons who are deaf.

HUD is now threatening to pull all Arizona housing aid unless the managers of Apache reduce the number of deaf residents to no more than 18 of the complex’s 75 apartments or 25 percent of the available units. The National Association for the Deaf has described these actions as unprecedented, saying “There is no statute or regulation that mandates any such 25 percent quota, and the imposition of any such quota is an ideological principle that ignores the reality of housing needs for many people with disabilities including deaf and hard of hearing individuals.”293

Apache residents say living at facility has positively transformed their lives and that they would be devastated if this housing were not available. One resident in sign language told a reporter that “I would be devastated. I would cry. I want to stay here, we need this place.”294

Bernie Horwitz, A 73-year old Apache tenant, told Arizona Family in 2012, “I get the sense HUD is almost coming in here saying they want to get rid of deaf people.”295 A bipartisan coalition of members of the Arizona Congressional Delegation is leading efforts to resolve this matter in a manner that protects the current residents of Apache and the purpose for which the building was built.
HUD officials claim to have no plans to kick any of the tenants out, but their proposed actions will deny this type of supportive housing to future residents who need and would benefit from the accessibility features of the building. Also, the $1.2 million cost of retrofitting the apartments for deaf residents will have been wasted.

The federal government invested $2.6 million in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funding and HUD grants into a $16.7 million project.
23. Terrorist Who Killed 13 and Injured 32 at Fort Hood Continued to Collect Government Paycheck – (Army) $52,952

When retired Army Specialist Logan Burnett is asked to describe the Fort Hood shooting he uses language that evokes both the immediate horror of combat and how the trauma of that day still echoes in his life. He remembers blood everywhere—his blood, and the blood of fellow soldiers—and thinking he was going to die. 296,297

Now three years later, Burnett and other victims of that day are still dealing with the repercussions of the worst terrorist attack on American soil since 9/11.298

Thirteen people were murdered and 32 others were wounded in the one-man terrorist attack on Fort Hood, Texas, in 2009, making it “the worst mass murder at a military installation in U.S. history.” 299

While the families of the survivors and victims were fighting to receive military benefits, the Fort Hood shooter Major Nadal Hasan was cashing his paycheck. Since the shooting, Hasan has received over $278,000 in military benefits because the Military Code of Justice doesn’t allow a soldier to be suspended until they are found guilty.300

“[It] makes me sick to my stomach,” said Burnett of the Hassan salary payments.301 “There have been times when my wife and I cannot afford groceries... gas in our car... times where we ate Ramen noodles for weeks on end.”302

While soldiers like Burnett and others victims of the Fort Hood terrorist attack have had to fight the Defense Department tooth and nail to receive benefits, taxpayers have spent more than half a million dollars – $548,000, in total – on Hasan's imprisonment, and that number doesn’t include his military benefits. 303

These soldiers and the victims of the Fort Hood terrorist attack deserve better.

They deserve to know that their country values respects them more than it respects the man who tried to end their lives.

While Hassan was found guilty in August, Congress needs to act to ensure this type of mistake will not be made in the future.
One of NASA's next research missions won't be exploring an alien planet or distant galaxy. Instead, the space agency is spending $3 million to go to Washington, D.C. and study one of the greatest mysteries in the universe—how Congress works.

“In collaboration with Georgetown University’s Government Affairs Institute, NASA presents its annual Congressional Operations Seminar on Capitol Hill. Over the course of a week, attendees will be provided a comprehensive look at how Congress is organized, the key players and their roles, how the legislative process really works, and how Congress directly affects the daily operations of every department and agency in the Executive Branch. The seminar will be presented with a particular focus on NASA. Participants will receive briefings from experts in the field, have the opportunity to attend committee hearings, and observe floor action. Participants will also be provided a hands-on understanding of the congressional process and procedures as well as the culture that is the United States Congress.”

The space agency says there is a “high demand for this seminar” and it “is open to all NASA HQ civil servants.” NASA will be spending $3 million on this mission over five years from December 2012 through December 2017.

“Many government agencies, including NASA, are continuing to experience restructuring, budget cuts, new missions, and numerous other changes. To help federal employees better understand the ways in which congressional actions affect the daily operations of every department and agency in the executive branch, NASA has a need to provide a first-hand understanding of congressional processes and procedure, as well as the ‘culture’ that is the United States Congress,” according to NASA.

There is no question that the inner workings of Congress are as baffling and confounding as the other big mysteries of the universe, such as whether or not life exists on other planets. The truth is, Congress does very little work these days and even when it does it is often unexplainable. Only 56 bills had been passed by both chambers and signed into law as of December 5, 2013, putting the current Congress on pace to be the least productive ever.
These include the production of National Baseball Hall of Fame commemorative coins, the naming of a bridge, and the renaming of a previously passed law. But perhaps this Congress is better known for what it did not pass—a 2014 budget and not a single regular appropriations bill to set spending levels for agencies, including NASA.

This dysfunction is reflected in Americans’ dismal attitudes towards the job performance of the legislative branch. Congress’s job approval for 2013 is “on track to be the lowest yearly average” in the four decades that the Gallup polling company has been surveying Americans’ attitudes. Only 9 percent of Americans surveyed approved of the job Congress was doing. A poll by The Economist rates Congress even lower, with an approval rating of 6 percent.

Most college graduates have taken a course in American Government (or at the very least, seen Schoolhouse Rock) and are familiar with how a bill becomes a law. It doesn’t take a degree in rocket science, however, to know that the current Congress has failed to perform its most basic tasks. NASA would be far better off looking for intelligent life elsewhere in the universe.
25. Parking Center Stuck in Park – (DOT) $50 million

A child born in 1997—the same year the construction of the Paul S. Sarbanes Silver Spring Transit Center began—is now old enough to drive to and park at the center. That is if the parking center was actually completed and open to pedestrians.

In 1997, local officials in Montgomery County, Maryland announced plans to spend $20 million and build a transit hub in downtown Silver Spring, just outside Washington, D.C. The center was intended to allow easier pedestrian, vehicle and mass transit access to the DC Metro train system, Amtrak and the local commuter train, MARC. The original plans expected the transit center to open in 1998. Sixteen years later, the center remains shuttered and the costs have skyrocketed to more than $112 million. In March 2013, local officials requested an additional $7.5 million. Despite sixteen years in delays and cost increases approaching 500 percent, the federal government has provided 49 percent of the total funding to date.

Sometimes it costs a lot of money and takes a lot of time to build something great. It took one year and 45 days, for example, to complete New York’s Empire State Building for a cost of $41 million in 1931. Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay Bridge took 3 ½ years to complete in 1952, costing $45 million. But should it take more than 16 years and $120 million to complete a parking garage?

Construction of the transit center was completed in 2011, though it has sat vacant since. The latest round of delays and cost increases have been attributable to allegations that it was not built correctly, and may not even pass a basic safety test. Post-construction safety inspectors for Montgomery County found “concrete poured by private contractors [Foulger-Pratt] on the reinforcing bars on the top floor was not compliant with industry standards.” Another report released in March 2013 by a third-party, KCE Structural Engineers, found additional safety problems and said the structure may only last 12 years, rather than having “a minimum 50-year service life.” Foulger-Pratt bitterly disputed the claims, but did say, “If there is an issue with safety here it is related to design. That’s the county’s issue, not ours.”

By the end of April 2013, the cost of the structure had risen to $120 million, though it was still unclear when – or if – the transit center would open.
26. Red Ink Pays for Red Wine for Red China – (California, Washington and the People’s Republic of China) $415,000

Taxpayers are likely to get red in the face when they learn the federal government, awash in red ink, is paying to serve red wine in red China.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture is spending over $415,000 this year to serve up fine wines in China. This handout includes a $369,292 grant from the Emerging Market Program and a $45,984 grant from the Specialty Crop Block Grant Program.

The Emerging Market Program grant is intended to build “a community of ‘influentials’” in China to create a demand for fine California wines. The money has been awarded to the Family Winemakers of California (FWC) and Stonebridge Research Group LLC “to develop a roadmap on how to sell California fine wines” in China. The project seeks to “appeal to China’s ‘aspirational’ wine consumers by building the associations between the wines and desirable/prestigious/luxury experiences.” It would do so by “training wine educators who will then deliver the classes across China,” according to the president of Stonebridge. “The only way we know how to win a wine customer’s heart is to tell them the stories - about handcrafted world class wines, about the people who make them, the places and the history and its intimate connection to the soil, the people and the place. We believe they will realize that these wines are not only great value but highly prestigious.” This grant is the first of “an expected three year undertaking.”

The Specialty Crop Block Grant Program will bring Chinese wine connoisseurs to Washington state to meet with local wineries. The goal of the project, which is being conducted in partnership with the Washington State Wine Commission and Visit Seattle,” is to “build Washington State’s reputation as a premier destination for wine tourism.”

Because China has a growing market, American wine makers have good reason to promote their products in the Communist country. In 2012, wine sales in China reached 257 billion yuan, about $41 billion. The sale of American wines in the country totaled $74 million, up 18 percent from 2011.

But it makes little sense for the U.S. federal government, which owes China over $1.2 trillion, to be spending some of that borrowed money to pay for wine tours and tastings for Chinese wine connoisseurs, especially when our nation is struggling to implement the budget cuts imposed by sequestration. Real wine connoisseurs know what the best wines are, and don’t need government-funded marketing to tell them.
27. Hurricane Sandy “Emergency” Funds Spent on TV Ads – (HUD) $65 million

In January 2013, Congress passed a bill to provide $60.4 billion for the areas devastated by Hurricane Sandy. However, instead of rushing aid to the people who need it most, state-level officials in New York and New Jersey spent the money on tourism-related TV advertisements.

Making this particularly vexing for some local residents, the flow of disaster aid has been both paltry and slow. While many agencies were responsible for administering the aid, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) was appointed to lead the federal recovery effort. As of October 2013, though, only one person on Staten Island has received help, in the form of housing assistance.

By contrast, funding from HUD for television ads flowed quickly. According to the agency, the federal government approved Community Development Block Grant-Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) waivers for the states of New York and New Jersey to allow the states special permission to spend disaster aid funds on tourism advertisements.

Specifically, the State of New York plans to spend $140 million, of which $40 million will come from federal disaster aid, for an advertising campaign called “New York State Open for Business.” These television ads were approved by the New York State Legislature and received heavy airtime on CNN, CNBC and NBC. Likewise, the State of New Jersey also tapped into federal disaster aid to pay for a marketing campaign declaring the state “Stronger than the storm,” and will use up to $25 million in CDBG-DR funds to launch commercials to remind people that the Jersey Shore and other parts of the state are open for business. In May, the governor, along with Snooki from the cast of MTV’s “Jersey Shore,” held events on the shore to try and draw people there for the tourism season.

Despite these efforts, though, tourism in the areas hardest hit was way down, calling into question the effectiveness of the ad campaign. Sales for the beach season at some Jersey Shore businesses were down between 20 percent and 40 percent over the year prior.
28. We Want a Shrubbery! Gardening and landscaping services at the Brussels home of the NATO Ambassador – (State) $704,198

In Congressional hearings on the terrorist attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, State Department officials have testified that “consistent shortfalls have required the department to prioritize funding out of security accounts...the funds provided were inadequate.”

So what items are a higher priority than security for embassies and diplomats?

The State Department spent $704,198 on gardening and landscaping services at the 28-acre Brussels home of the U.S. Ambassador to NATO.

Included in the purchase were 960 violas, 960 tulips, 960 begonias, 72 Japanese evergreen shrubs, 504 ivy geraniums, 168 hybrid heath evergreen shrubs, 204 American wintergreens, and 60 English ivy shrubs.

According to a State Department spokesperson, the official residence, named Truman Hall, “regularly hosts visitors from the 28 NATO nations and other Alliance partner countries around the world and is a valuable platform for America’s diplomacy.”

The spokesperson also stated the contract awarded to Iris Greencare, a Belgian company, was the lowest technically acceptable price. Perhaps the sequestration cuts influenced the State Department to set the maximum amount of solicitation to $500,000 for gardening and landscaping at the U.S. Embassy in Jakarta, Indonesia. The value remains to be determined for the solicitations for botanical diplomacy at U.S. Embassies in Santiago, Chile; Maseru, Lesotho; and Bangkok, Thailand.
29. Counting Sheep While the Flood Waters Rise – (USGS) $15,000

With flooding anticipated, the counting of the animals began.

Not Noah boarding two of every animal onto his Ark to escape the great Biblical flood, but rather the United States Geological Survey (USGS).

This year, USGS shut down “more than 100 crucial gauges that warn of imminent flooding or lack of needed water” across the country. The move—called an issue of life, property, and safety by the Chief Scientist for Water of the USGS—was blamed on sequestration.

USGS claimed it lacked the $29 million in funding needed to keep the flood gauges operational.

While the budget cuts were blamed, perhaps the decision had more to do with drowsiness from counting sheep as a result of the expansion of the agency’s aerial animal census program.

That’s right, USGA was spending thousands of dollars counting sheep and other animals at the same time flood gauges were being turned off.

USGA counted pygmy rabbits in Idaho and elk in Washington, eagles and trumpeter swans in Idaho, Sand Hill cranes and sage grouse birds in Colorado, sheep and deer in Nevada, and seals and sea lions in Alaska.

The USGA’s animal census is more sophisticated than the headcount of the U.S. population taken every ten years as it is conducted via aerial drones. The agency is utilizing “two types of aircraft: a battery-powered, fixed-wing airplane called the Raven and a gas-burning helicopter called the THawk.” The Ravens were “designed to monitor enemy positions from afar” and cost approximately $250,000 per system. The USGS “got its first military-surplus drone in 2009 and flew its first real mission in 2011.” There are now 36 drones in the U.S. Geological Survey and the Department of the Interior fleet.

The Department of the Interior acquired the drones, valued at nearly $15 million, from the Department of Defense. Each sheep-counting mission costs $3,000 in labor expenses. By comparison, it costs about $15,500 annually to maintain a flood gauge.

Drone systems are stationed in Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho and Montana. Each of these states is also home to flood gauges discontinued or threatened by USGS.

While the flood gauges were being shut down, the USGS expanded its National Unmanned Aircraft Systems Project. In fact, there has been a ‘groundswell’ of Department of Interior drone use in recent years."
according to Mike Hutt who manages the Geological Survey’s National Unmanned Aircraft Systems Project Office in Denver. “Every week brings more requests from other Interior Department agencies,” according to USGS official, and those counts are going beyond just counting wild animals. In Oregon, for example, drones are being used to survey potatoes.

While USGS was counting sheep, other entities tried to fill the safety vacuum left by the agency’s decision to shut down flood gauges. The Colorado Water Conservation Board, for example, paid to keep four streamflow gauges running, that “were essential in warning of floods in the state” in September.

Likewise, Washington cannot be caught counting sheep—or acting like sheep—as the rising tide of red ink threatens to submerge the American Dream. This means learning to prioritize true government missions. While counting sheep and other wildlife certainly has scientific value and can reduce the risk to pilots flying missions in hazardous conditions, flood gauges have scientific value as well as the potential to save the lives of thousands of Americans who otherwise would not be alerted to rising flood waters.

The cost of five sheep counting drone missions could pay to restore one closed flood gauge for a whole year.
30. Federally Funded Solar Panels Covered at Manchester-Boston Airport
Because the Glare Blinds Pilots and Controllers – (FAA) $3.5 million

When officials at the Manchester-Boston Regional Airport in New Hampshire installed new solar panels, they did not anticipate one quarter of them would not be used 18 months later. In Spring 2012, the panels were placed on top of the airport’s parking garage, and 25 percent have remained there, covered with a tarp, rendering them useless.

Problems with the new panels were noticed almost immediately by air traffic controllers who claimed that for 45 minutes each day, glare made it difficult to oversee the airport’s runways. However, it is not as though glare was an unforeseen problem. Prior to the solar panel installation, the airport hired consulting firm Harris, Miller, Miller & Hanson to conduct a glare study and provide recommendations to avoid the problem. While the airport followed the firm’s recommendations, they were not able to avoid glare in the control tower. The firm received $41,570 for its work, despite the mishap, and has been asked by the airport to help solve the problem.

The panels were paid for through a $3.5 million grant from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), which covered 95 percent of the total cost. According to estimates provided by airport officials, however, the solar panels may never recoup their costs to install. Operating at full capacity, the solar panels might save the airport as much as $100,000 annually in electricity costs, and only $2 million “over the 25 year life of the project.”

Moreover, the FAA released its own guidance on solar panel use at airports since mid-2012, after the panels were installed at Manchester Airport. It issued guidance in November 2010, but on June 26, 2012 – based on “new information and field experience” – cautioned airports against relying on it: “All users of this guidance are hereby notified that significant content in [the section on “Reflectivity] may be subject to change, and the FAA cautions users against relying solely on this section at this time.” The guidance was produced for the FAA by Harris, Miller, Miller & Hanson – the same contractor hired by the airport to conduct their own glare study.

At the end of August 2012, airport workers were “moving the tarps about every three weeks, depending on the angle of the sun,” calling the tarps a “temporary solution.” Information on the airport’s website noted they hoped the panels would “be repositioned and functioning at 100 percent capacity by next spring,” but as of August 2013 tarps remained on a large number of the solar panels.

Government logic: Spend $3.5 million to save $2 million over 25 years. Go figure.
31. State Department “Buys Fans” to Increase Facebook “Likes” – (State) $630,000

Hoping to increase its reach with an international audience, the State Department spent $630,000 “buying fans” for its Facebook and Twitter accounts.\(^{381}\) The effort was undertaken by the department’s Bureau of International Information Programs (IIP), which is responsible for “sustained conversations with foreign audiences to build America’s reputation abroad.”\(^{382}\)

The fan-buying effort was an expensive flop. While the money was useful in generating thousands of “likes” on its Facebook pages – even generating 2.5 million fans – few people engaged with the department as a result. On each of its four Facebook pages, fewer than two percent even “liked” its photos and “[m]any postings had fewer than 100 comments or shares.”\(^{383}\) Typical of respondent’s remarks for agency photos were comments such as “so nice pic.”\(^{384}\)

Moreover, when Facebook changed the way it displays items in a user’s feed, starting in September 2012,\(^{385}\) the usefulness of the State Department’s investment plummeted. Under the changes, news items would no longer appear on a user’s page unless it was from a site they frequented. Since many of the State Department’s virtual “friends” hardly, if ever, engaged the department online the information it sent out would not be seen by its target audience.\(^{386}\) The only solution available was to “continually spend money on sponsored story ads.”\(^{387}\)
32. NASA’s Little Green Man – (NASA) $390,000

With NASA’s manned space flight programs grounded for the foreseeable future, the agency seems to have shifted its focus from making contact with little green men to teaching children about fictional green ninjas.

The Green Ninja is a superhero funded by NASA funding to inspire children to take on climate change. Is this the type of little green men the space agency is focused on now that its mission to the red planet is shelved? The “Green Ninja” is a cartoon superhero created to motivate “kids to take action on climate change.” Eugene Cordero, one of the creators, says “the goal of the project is to make the Green Ninja the new Smokey the Bear.”

“Support for the Green Ninja originally came from the National Science Foundation, but now includes funding from NASA.” The space agency provided a $390,000 grant for the project “to support professional development for teachers.” The 30-month grant from NASA will provide training for teachers “to use Green Ninja media tools in the classroom.” These tools include lesson plans, short films and soon an iPhone application.

Green Ninja has his own YouTube channel featuring cartoons, and now episodes of “The Green Ninja Show,” which was launched earlier this year.

The animated climate-action superhero has a number of enemies he must defeat, including “a carbon ninja — the Green Ninja’s archenemy —, plastic man, coal man and junky corporate man.”

While this project may be fun and even educational, NASA would have a much bigger impact inspiring young people to seek out careers in science and technology by focusing its resources on its primary missions. But with the manned mission to the red planet shelved, the Green Ninja may be the only little green man the space agency makes contact with for the foreseeable future.
33. Overtime Fraud – (DHS) $9 million

A recent report has alleged “pervasive” overtime fraud and a “gross waste of government funds,” at the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). The type of overtime in question is the Administratively Uncontrollable Overtime (AUO), which can only be used by certain DHS employees. For example, border patrol agents frequently respond to situations that require them to work beyond their scheduled hours and AUO is invoked to cover this extra work time. Unfortunately, other DHS employees are abusing the system.

With the assistance of whistleblowers, the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) determined DHS employees routinely abuse AUO and labeled the problem as “pervasive.” OSC found nearly $9 million in improper overtime claims in just six DHS offices.

One case involved the CBP headquarters in Washington, D.C. The overtime abuses occurred at the Commissioner’s Situation Room. One whistleblower, who worked in the Situation Room, described overtime abuses as “employees will sit at their desks for an extra two hours, catching up on Netflix, talking to friends or using it (AUO) for commuting time.” According to whistleblowers this overtime abuse was authorized by the Situation Room Director and Assistant Director and included about 27 employees for a total of $696,000 in questionable overtime claims.

DHS has been aware of AUO abuse since 2008 and has done little to stop the problem. The lack of accountability by the Department has allowed this abuse to become an accepted practice.
34. Military Boneyard Boondoggle – (U.S. Air Force) $432 million

The Air Force is clipping the wings of brand new planes before they ever take their maiden flight.

According to its manufacturer, Italian aerospace company Alenia Aermacchi, the C-27J was designed to provide tactical transport to support combat operations in remote and austere environments. The C-27J, which has supported combat operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, can take off and land from unimproved surfaces and airstrips less than 2,000 feet in length. The C-27J offers “superior and cost-effective performances in any operational condition, extreme mission flexibility, and is uniquely interoperable and interchangeable with heavier military airlifters.”\(^{403}\)

However, in 2012, the Air Force determined that the C-27J did not offer superior capability and capacity to perform general support and direct support airlift missions. The C-27J in fact could only perform the direct support mission and could not match the capability of the C-130 in respect to range, cargo, and passenger transportation.\(^{404}\)

In August 2012, a former Air Force Chief of Staff testified before Congress that the Air Force did not want to acquire more C-27Js due to fiscal constraints brought by sequestration, the C-27Js limited capabilities, and because the C-130 was more cost effective than the C-27J (the C-27J costing the Air Force $270 million, while the C-130 costs between $204 and $216 million when taking in consideration the current basing construct for the C-27J and C-130\(^{405}\)).

Contrary to the request by the Air Force to stop production of the planes, and even as it knew the planes would never be used, Congress continued to fund C-27J production in the Fiscal Year 2012 National Defense Authorization Act. After taking its existing C-27Js out of service, the Air Force was then allowed to mothball its brand new C-27Js at Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Arizona -- 16 new C-27Js in September 2013 and an additional five in 2014 -- before these aircraft took a single flight in support of our service members, according to a Dayton Daily News investigative report.\(^{406}\)

Making matters worse, the DOD plans to mothball five brand new C-27Js which are expected to be built by April 2014, adding to waste of approximately 4,400 unused aircraft and 13 aerospace vehicles from the DOD and NASA, mothballed, with a total value of more than $35 billion.

Tucson’s Davis-Monthan Air Force Base will soon be home to C-27Js that the Air Force did not want but Congress ordered anyway.
35. Surplus MRAP’s to Militarize Main Street – ($82.5 Million)

Everyone knows that Ohio State University football games can get wild, but campus cops may have finally taken things too far. Using a Defense Department program, the school along with dozens of other police jurisdictions, are receiving some of the military’s surplus armored vehicles.

At a cost of $500,000 each, U.S. taxpayers gifted $82.5 million in surplus Mine Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) tactical vehicles to law enforcement agencies in 165 communities, including dozens of rural and sparsely populated regions. Intended for large-scale emergencies, MRAP’s are equipped machine gun turrets, bulletproof glass, and armored siding. From Bates County, Missouri to High Springs, Florida, local law enforcement agencies in rural and small-town communities are being equipped with the same military-grade tools that U.S. troops utilized to fight the War on Terror in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Some local residents have objected, noting the weapons of war seem out of place here at home. However, said one recipient county sheriff, “It’s intimidating. And it’s free.” Provided by taxpayers’ generosity, the same vehicles strong enough to protect U.S. troops from roadside bombs and machine gun fire and rockets are now being used “to deliver shock and awe while serving warrants” in quiet communities across America through the LESO 1033 Program.

One rural sheriff justified his need for an MRAP by describing, in his view, what a war zone rural America has become. “While this vehicle may be extreme for Bates County to some people, I would call their attention to what is going on in rural areas across the country. Workplace shootings, school shootings, and violence in general are not just big city problems” said the sheriff of Bates County, Missouri (population 16,709).

Demand for the free vehicles has been high, though, with the Department of Defense receiving requests for 731 additional MRAPs, from local law enforcement agencies across the nation. The Warren County (NY) sheriff who was one of the lucky few to land one said he doubts they will even use it that much saying it will probably “spend most of the time in a heated garage.”

The Ohio State University police chief reassured students the MRAP will only be utilized for emergencies that occur on the campus, such as officer (not student) rescues, hostage situations, bomb threats, active shooter scenarios, and homeland security purposes. “It’s a more special vehicle than the typical armored vehicle. This one can go through water.”
36. Duplicative and Wasteful IT Systems – $321 Million

In December 2012, the U.S. Air Force canceled an Information Technology (IT) program that it had been working on since 2005. The Expeditionary Combat Support System (ECSS) was an U.S. Air Force Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system that was designed to merge base level and wholesale logistics systems, and to deliver hard net-savings for the USAF.\(^{422}\) The Air Force scrapped the program after dumping $1 billion into the project, with no identifiable benefit to the military or to the taxpayer. Furthermore, the project would have required an additional $1.1 billion to fix and the system would not have been completed until 2020.\(^{423}\)

Why settle for one IT system when you can have two that do the same thing? According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), that is the practice at several federal agencies, which are administering overlapping and duplicative IT systems.

The federal government spends more than $82 billion on IT each year, but according to a recent GAO report three agencies have spent $321 million for overlapping IT purposes over the past several years.\(^{424}\)

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) spent over $30 million on two IT programs, both of which supported “immigration enforcement booking management, which includes the processing of apprehended illegal aliens suspected of committing criminal violations of immigration law.”\(^{425}\) The two systems identified by GAO are used by Customs and Border Patrol (CBP) and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), but both collect nearly identical biographical data on illegal aliens arrested for committing crimes. However, DHS said it has no plans to address the duplicative expenditures.\(^{426}\)

Four duplicative IT systems were identified at the Department of Defense (DOD) with a price tag of $30.6 million. Two of these systems were in “Health Care Tracking” and two were in “Dental Management.” Unlike DHS, DOD agreed to work to eliminate the duplicity, but the results are yet to be seen.\(^{427}\)

The most costly duplicative IT systems GAO found are maintained by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) totaling $260.38 million. Four of HHS’s systems related to “Enterprise Information Security,” meaning the systems were used to “maintain and secure the operations and assets of HHS and its components.” Two other duplicative IT systems were used for Medicare coverage and contained similar information by the same contractor. While HHS was reviewing whether it could consolidate the four systems related to Enterprise Information Security, it stated it was too costly to consolidate two systems related to Medicare coverage.\(^{428}\)

“We find in many of these reports — and these two current reports are falling into the same boat here — they’re well-intentioned initiatives, they’re poorly executed and really there’s not enough accountability,” GAO analyst Dave Powner said.\(^ {429}\)

Powner added, “This is real money and there’s lots of duplication.”\(^ {430}\)
37. Keeping the Lights on in Empty and Little Used Federal Buildings - $1.5 billion

At 6.6 million square feet the Pentagon is often billed by the military as “the world's largest low-rise office building.” The massive amount of square footage in this building alone translates to miles of hallway space alone, but it is dwarfed by the amount of federal property that sits unused every year. If underutilized federal buildings were converted into Pentagons, you could line up 68 of them end-to-end and just barely have enough room.

Many of these buildings, if not severely underutilized, sit empty but still require the normal upkeep that goes along with running a fully functional building. In 2010, GAO found several buildings that were not only empty, but were set for demolition and yet were maintained at taxpayer expense. One such building owned by the Veterans Affairs Administration cost $20,000 a year to operate. A warehouse owned by the General Services sat completely empty from 2008 through 2011, during which time the agency spent nearly $2 million on it.

Each year, the government spends at least $1.5 billion maintaining properties that it no longer needs.
38. Be All That You Can Be...On Reality TV – (Army) $9 million

In the same month that the Army announced a plan to cut 80,000 troops from its ranks to reflect the country’s military needs and budget restraints, it was also testing a new method of advertising to attracting young recruits...at a cost of $9 million of taxpayer funds.

Part reality TV show, part infomercial, “Starting Strong” aired 10 episodes on FOX in 16 large markets from June 2 through August 4. The 23-minute long episodes are also posted on the Army’s YouTube channel and promoted on a Facebook page for the series. The Army tapped both its media agency and advertising agency to purchase commercial time for the series and to promote the TV show on social media.

In describing the role of advertising for recruiting, a spokesperson said that “joining the Army is kind of like dating somebody; you don’t marry them on the first date. Unfortunately for the Army and for the American taxpayer, “Starting Strong” was a first date flop.

Airing on Sunday mornings, “the real audience for ‘Starting Strong’ is either asleep or on their way to church” and “are more likely to watch them on the GoArmy.com YouTube channel.” But as of September 30, 2013, the Starting Strong episodes on YouTube only averaged 35,473 views. These viewers only watched an average of 5 minutes and 35 seconds of the 23-minute long episodes.

One review of the TV series best summarized how the American taxpayer should feel about the Army’s infomercial. “[T]he Army brass should hope that budget-slashing, pro-sequestration members of Congress don’t see our tax dollars at work.”

As troops in Afghanistan were closing bases and sending military equipment back home, DOD was finalizing construction of a state-of-the-art, 64,000-square-foot command HQ facility on Camp Leatherneck that has never been occupied, and will likely be torn down, or turned over to the Afghan government as the facility will likely fall outside the camp’s new security perimeter.  

No mere victim of changing battlefield conditions, the Marine Corps requested the project be canceled months after it was initiated in 2010. Nonetheless, the Air Force’s 772nd Enterprise Sourcing Squadron issued a task order to AMEC Earth and Environmental Inc. to build the facility in February 2011, and the U.S. government took control of it in November 2012. Work has continued on the facility in 2013 to address deficiencies in construction noted in a Department of Defense Inspector General report.

Even transferring the facility to the Afghan Security Forces will necessitate additional costs for U.S. taxpayers. The building will require a “major overhaul” in heating, ventilation and air-conditioning systems because the building was constructed based on U.S. construction standards, not Afghan standards, and as a result, the power runs at a different voltage, complicating the transfer.
40. Bridge to Nowhere Still Going Nowhere – (AK) $2.9 million

An Alaska state agency is pushing forward to clear an expensive right-of-way for a controversial billion dollar bridge project that will likely never be finished.

The result is that thirteen homes and businesses that are squarely in the current right-of-way of the Knik Arm Bridge will be demolished. The Knik Arm Bridge and Toll Authority (KABATA) has already spent $2.9 million to buy properties including several homes and an apartment building.

Recently a Subway and a Tesoro Alaska franchise were scheduled to be shutdown because of the bridge, but they received a temporary “reprieve.”

The controversial Knik Arm Bridge, sometimes called a “bridge to nowhere” has long been the dream of developers seeking access to more undeveloped land. The first phase of Knik Arm is expected to cost around $750 million for a two-lane project. The second phase of the project which would expand the bridge to four lanes with more access roads will bring the costs to more than $1.1 billion. However, a state audit of the project, which relied on KABATA’s own data, put the cost at $1.6 billion.

The seizing of property and land has some local Government Hill community officials up in arms. “We think this is a travesty,” said Stephanie Kesler, president of the local community council. Despite the financial roadblocks for the project, “we strongly believe they are doing this to create the appearance of momentum and inevitability.” Kesler’s group has called for all right-of-way work to be halted because the bridge to nowhere is going nowhere.

According to federal figures, more than $239 million had been allocated to the Knik Arm project in four federal laws. As of October 31, 2013, $67 million had been spent on a bridge to nowhere that is unlikely to ever be built.
41. Pairing Prime Cuts with Wine – (Oklahoma) $200,000

This year, more than 637,000 Oklahomans saw a decrease in food assistance provided by the USDA. While these Oklahoma families adjusted to a smaller budget to put food on their tables, USDA was simultaneously spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to serve up more Oklahoma wine.

Whispering Meadow Vineyards and Winery, located in McAlester, Oklahoma, received $200,000 from USDA to purchase new equipment including “11 new tanks and a new automated bottling machine” to increase wine production. With this new equipment, the winery is now “the most state-of-the-art winemaking facility in the state of Oklahoma.” As a result, the winery hopes to double the number of cases of wine produced every year and is undergoing some “major” renovations. “We are finishing the final phases of our barrel room that we call our “Wine Cave,” said the owner of Whispering Meadow.

While Congress is toasting to spending taxpayer’s money, they’ve served up a glass of what has become their most popular, aged beverage: misplaced priorities and out of touch bureaucracy. The contrast below is sure to leave a bitter taste in anyone’s mouth.

The winery is a genuine Oklahoma success story, and its need to expand to meet the demand for its products demonstrates both its success and why Congress must prioritize federal spending.

With a $17 trillion national debt, everyone needs to be part of the solution.

Danielle Morse, who receives food assistance, says she is prepared to “stretch her already lean budget to account” for the cuts. “As long as they’re helping me feed my children then I’m not going to worry about how much is dropped, unless it was dropped a considerable amount,” she said.

Washington should demonstrate the same attitude. The wine will be fine without a government dime.
42. Paterson Great Falls National Historic Site – (NPS) $350,000

To the dismay of many Americans, national parks throughout the country were closed to the public during the 16-day government shutdown in October. Except for one Federal park in New Jersey the National Park Service determined should not have been a national park in the first place. Hundreds of thousands of dollars in annual appropriations are directed towards the site. Despite the federal funds pouring into the park, Paterson Great Falls is not official federal property and was therefore able to remain open to the public during the October government shutdown.

Congress established the Paterson Great Falls National Historic Park as part of the Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009, a mega bill comprised of more than 160 individual public lands bills. Local leaders hoped restoring the “historically significant landmark” that has “fallen into a state of neglect” will help provide an economic boost to the “postindustrial city struggling with drugs, crime and unemployment.”

The inclusion of Paterson Great Falls NHP into the Park System by Congress overcame objections from the National Park Service, which determined after a three-year study of the area “that the resources of the Great Falls Historic District are not suitable for inclusion in the national park system.” The NPS study further concluded “the estimated costs associated with the Great Falls Historic District are not feasible when considering the impact that such costs would have on existing units of the national park system in the Northeast Region.”

In 2013, $350,000 from the NPS budget was allotted to Paterson Great Falls National Historic Site—with little to show for it. A local newspaper reported, “in the past two years since the park was created, there’s been minimal change at the Great Falls. The park does not yet have a fully-operating visitor’s center, refreshment stand, historic exhibits or amenities available at other national parks.” Instead, visitors to the falls will find trash littered throughout the site, overgrown grass, and a significant level of graffiti, including on the statue of Alexander Hamilton.

Only a few years after Congress established the historic site, “the area is still littered with trash, graffiti and a rundown, forlorn feeling of neglect.”

Graffiti can be found throughout the Paterson Great Falls NHP

Disregarding the concerns of the National Park Service, Congress established the Paterson Great Falls National Historic Park in 2009.
43. You’re Invited to a Hollywood Party at Paramount Studios...Sponsored by U.S. Taxpayers – (HHS) $195,000

Just days before the government shutdown, the Department of Health and Human Services instructed the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) to use its available grant balances to continue operating vital services.467

But instead of pooling together resources to provide critical mental health services during the shutdown, SAMHSA spent taxpayer dollars to throw a Hollywood party!468

Five days before the government shutdown, SAMHSA rolled out its own red carpet at Paramount Studios in Hollywood.469 In true Hollywood fashion, actors, directors, publicists, and stylists posed for plenty of pictures before letting loose at the federally-funded bash.470

This is not the first eyebrow-raising expense on SAMHSA’s taxpayer-backed tab. Members of Congress from both political parties have questioned the agency’s wasteful spending on frivolous and professionally-questionable conferences,471 as well as the use of its federal grants to lobby against duly enacted laws by the grantees.472

With $168 million in sequestration cuts to SAMHSA preventing 330,000 people from receiving mental health services in 2013,473 the House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations cautioned SAMHSA’s administrator, Pamela Hyde, to “be certain that your number one mission needs to be fulfilled and everything else comes secondary.”474 After a lawmaker expressed her desire that “[wasteful] expenditures aren’t being made...with the sequester and other cuts looming,”475 Hyde stated that she “had no choice as public administrator but to focus [SAMHSA’s] dollars and we do that every day.”476

It seems that the mental health needs of Americans became a secondary mission of SAMHSA when it spent scarce resources on a taxpayer-funded Hollywood party.
44. Excessive fees for Justice Department Employees to Speak With Live Travel Agents Instead of Booking Online – (DOJ) $626,250

The Department of Justice is wasting money on air travel costs through a poorly designed travel website and by failing to discourage the overuse of travel agents, according to the agency’s inspector general.

A September 2013 inspector general report on travel spending by DOJ employees found they too often turned to live travel agents instead of using the agency’s e-travel website, GetThere. DOJ travel was administered by a contractor, CWTSatotTravel (CWT), which provided both the online website as well as live booking services over the phone. Each time an employee booked airline travel on the website, the contractor would receive a fee of $6.49, while the cost of each booking completed over the phone would cost DOJ nearly five times more, or $31.

In 2010, the agency began to reach out more aggressively to employees in the hope of ensuring flights were booked online 75 percent of the time. However, by June 2013, DOJ employees were using the online portal for only 60 percent of their flights. Since the agency purchases an average of 167,000 airline tickets annually, the cost of using live agents instead of the website amounted to $626,250.

Even if employees used the website it would have resulted in any savings for the agency, and in fact may have cost more. Design flaws in how flights were displayed often failed to show employees the cheapest flights, or if they did provided confusing information to suggest they were not allowed to choose them. The problem stemmed from the execution of a government-wide program called “City Pairs,” which negotiates the price of any flight purchased by the federal government between 500 cities. While employees are encouraged to look for the City Pair flight, which does not change over the course of a year, they are required also to look for cheaper flights should they come available. DOJ’s website, GetThere, would display non-“City Pair” flights as “out of policy” even though it was, in fact, agency policy to look at all flights. As a result, employees would often choose the higher-priced flight.

This is not the first time DOJ was called out for excessive air travel costs. A February 2013 report by the Government Accountability Office showed that a culture of excessive travel spending started at the top. The report found that from 2007 through 2011, the three individuals who served as Attorney General took 659 “nonmission flights using DOJ aircraft at a total cost of $11.4 million.”
45. Intergalactic Planetary Pizza Tasting – (NASA) $124,955

Pizza so good it’ll send your taste buds out of this world! NASA may not be able to get astronauts to Mars, or even the Space Station, but the “space” agency is investing in pizza. This year, NASA gave a $124,955 grant to Arjun Contractor, a mechanical engineer with a small company hoping to build a 3-D pizza printer.482,483

Sprayed by a device that works like a typical, household inkjet printer, the 3-D victuals could be composed of dry powders that mix with water or oil. “This mixture is blended and extruded into the desired shape,” says the grant description.484 Pizza may be the optimal food because “it can be printed in distinct layers, so it only requires the print head to extrude one substance at a time.”485 Key components of the creation could include “international flavors and fragrances to ensure the production of nutritious and flavorful mission supplies.”486

One of the reasons Contractor sees the project as revolutionary is “we eventually have to change our perception of what we see as food.”487

Unfortunately, in being tantalized by the idea of such scrumptious delights, NASA may have forgotten about its other contracts for pizza delivery. In FY2012, NASA paid almost $1 million to one of the biggest government contractors, Lockheed Martin, to develop food for a journey to Mars. Every year, the average budget for Martian food development is $1 million.488

A NASA scientist involved in food research has noted that the research will take time. For ideas like this one, “[I]t could be years until it becomes feasible,” she said.489 Other foods NASA has sought to develop for a Mars mission – which will not take place for at least 20 years, if that – are “tofu bacon, scrambled eggs, caramel cake, lemon cake, French fries and peanut butter cookies.”490

Uncle Sam is left wondering if he needs to leave a tip for his slice of multidimensional pizza pie.
46. Race to the Bottom – (Army) $29 million

Dale Earnhardt Jr. has a need for speed. The National Guard has a need for the best and brightest that America has to offer. At first glance, a sponsorship with a member of NASCAR royalty and one of the sport’s most popular franchises would be a lucrative opportunity for the National Guard’s recruiting efforts. But five years and over $136 million later, the Guard might consider putting this partnership in reverse. Out of the 24,800 individuals who contacted the military branch directly because of the sponsorship, only 20 were qualified for military service and none of them joined. Earnhardt may be able to go from zero to sixty in a few seconds, but when it comes to recruiting efforts his sponsorship is still in the pits.

But the National Guard just keeps doubling down on its bet. They’ve signed on to be a sponsor for Earnhardt’s 2014 season. With a shrinking defense budget, this is one case of spending that might be ready for the caution flag.

Not a single person has joined the Army National Guard as a result of the $136 million spent sponsoring race legend Dale Earnhardt Jr. over the past five years to recruit new members.
47. Postal Service pays “Futurist” Faith Popcorn for advice on stamps – (USPS) $566,000

Hoping to divine the future for stamps and how to keep “relevant, interesting and integral,” the Postal Service contracted with “Faith Popcorn’s Brain Reserve.”

Faith Popcorn is a futurist perhaps best known for her outlandish business predictions in her 1992 book, “The Popcorn Report.” The Library Journal panned the novel in 1991, “While at times she exhibits a woeful ignorance of business history (e.g. Popcorn anchors the roots of consumerism belatedly in the 1970s), her thoughtful book is guaranteed to stimulate creative thinking.”

In 2006, she predicted “[m]echanized ‘hugging’ booths will take the place of pay-phones in many cities.” “[C]uddle parties” marked the beginning of this trend, she noted. She also said genetic “engineering services will be able to create pets from scratch and pepper your future companion’s DNA with your own. The result will be a unique representation of you: a pet that looks and acts like you.”

To assess the future of stamps, Faith Popcorn’s Brain Reserve planned to hold several internal “BrainJams” as well as call in outside experts. Ms. Popcorn herself, the “Creative Director,” expected to bill 62.5 hours of work at the rate of $836/hour.

Her firm is also doing other work for the Postal Service: “Innovation: A daily in-home visitation service for the elderly and ill.” In this service, mail carriers would offer to ensure people are taking their prescriptions or need any help. Ms. Popcorn’s firm is also studying whether the mail carriers should offer a “daily personal visit and brief chat” for a fee. Apparently, she has predicted the future of the USPS to be a health care provider.

Given its extensive in-house resources, the Postal Service should focus on its core competencies rather than paying for interstellar predictions. The Postal Service does not currently use taxpayer dollars for its operations, but Congress continues to bail out its many losing operations.

A futurist might say that this doesn’t portend well for the taxpayer.
48. Professional Golfers Get a Hole in One With Government Giveaways – (IRS) $10 million

While most avid golf fans would pay thousands of dollars to caddy for their favorite professional golfer, few realize they are already subsidizing the golfing industry and even the multi-million dollar athletes themselves. In a grand slam conglomeration of federal benefits, the Professional Golfer’s Association (PGA), the PGA Tour, and the players, are putting for greenbacks when it comes to government benefits. Golf pros are in little need of government assistance, as evidenced by Forbes’ recent list of the world’s 100 highest paid athletes. Professional golfers hold five of the top 100 post, include the coveted number one slot, which went to Tiger Woods, who made more than $78 million last year.  

Highlighted in last year’s Wastebook was the PGA Tour’s tax-exempt status. Despite generating over $900 million in revenue, the PGA Tour classifies itself exempt from federal income taxes on earnings. Eliminating the ability for the PGA to claim tax-exempt status could result in nearly $10 million in increases federal revenue annually. Taxpayers should not be asked to subsidize sports organizations already benefiting widely from willing fans and turning a profit, while claiming to be non-profit organizations.

Pretending to be a non-profit organization isn’t the only mulligan claimed by the professional golfing industry. In fact, the golf pros are scooping up tax breaks for all their time spent on the links. Enacted as part of tax reform in 1986, the resident alien exemption for foreign professional golfers exempts foreign athletes participating in certain charitable events in the United States from being required to count this time in the States toward their permanent resident alien status (183 days). In other words, taxpayers are providing a tax break to foreign professional golfers, allowing them to live in the United States and avoid paying taxes on their world-wide earned income.
The carve-out was targeted to the PGA, and at the time, The Philadelphia Inquirer reported, “The PGA’s decision to seek Quayle’s help may have been influenced by the fact that one of the senator’s staff members - Greg Zoeller - is the cousin of 1984 U.S. Open champion Fuzzy Zoeller, Juday [a Quayle aide] said.” Twenty-seven years later the provision remains.

The 1986 tax reform effort not only banked this break for foreign golfers, but handed businesses a special tax break for purchasing tickets for PGA Tour events over other sporting events. Businesses are not allowed more than 50 percent of the cost for any entertainment event. Through obscure wording in law, Congress gave an exception for PGA Tour tickets, which can run over $1,000 per day for some tournaments. Businesses can deduct the full purchase price for PGA Tour tickets, reducing their federal tax liability by more than they might otherwise be able to do. This bonus for businesses is a bogey for taxpayers.

Digging taxpayers further into the golf subsidy sand trap, in 2004 Congress created yet another tax loophole for golfing superstars, who bring home millions of dollars in tournament winnings every year. With passage of the 2004 American Jobs Creation Act, Congress granted the PGA an exemption for its unique deferred compensation structure, which allows a portion of player winnings to be put into a tax-free account based on their performance. The 2004 American Jobs Creation Act limited the use of certain types of compensation packages used to avoid taxes, but exempted the professional golfers receiving compensation packages from the PGA, further reducing their immediate tax liability.

The full cost of these handouts to the professional golfing industry are unknown because of the clever and cryptic nature of the tax loopholes. Yet, it is clear taxpayers lose more than $10 million every year, likely more, subsidizing some of the highest paid athletes in the world.
49. IRS Employees Get Union Training at Vegas Conference – (IRS) $437,000

While Internal Revenue Service (IRS) employees sacrificed work hours and associated pay during government-wide furloughs, some IRS employees are being paid to spend hundreds of thousands of hours conducting union work, including union training in desirable offsite locations like Las Vegas.

In the first six months of 2013, and the busiest part of the calendar year for tax filings, IRS employees already spent 399,772 hours of taxpayer-funded work time on union activity.\(^{512}\) In a practice authorized under law known as “Official Time,”\(^{513}\) federal employees may get paid by taxpayers to carry out union duties instead of the jobs they were hired to perform.

This and other information unearthed by the House Ways and Means Committee shows that the IRS’ cost of Official Time was $21.6 million in fiscal year 2012, and estimated costs for fiscal year 2013 are $15.3 million – including amounting to $437,548 on some but not all travel costs through June 2013.\(^{514}\)

In 2013, the IRS allowed some employees to attend training conferences sponsored by the National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU) occurring in Las Vegas, New Orleans, Saratoga Springs, San Antonio, Boston, and the Washington, D.C. metro area.

One such training convention took place at the Flamingo Casino on the Vegas Strip, known for its “Margaritaville Casino.”\(^{515}\)

While the union said it would pay travel costs, IRS documents show that staffers were told to charge the “Citibank Government Travel Charge Card,” and salary would still be covered by taxpayers under Official Time arrangements.\(^{516}\)

While some authorized use of Official Time may be appropriate, lawmakers have also questioned the extent to which agencies like the IRS are employing this practice. According to a Freedom of Information Request secured by Americans for Limited Government,\(^{517}\) over 200 IRS employees spend 100 percent of their work time performing union work.

In a June 27, 2013 letter to the IRS, U.S. Senator Tom Coburn and Representative Phil Gingrey also questioned the agency’s choice to protect Official Time over other national priorities. The lawmakers wrote, “While the IRS continues to request more funding to further close the more than 14.5 percent tax gap, especially under the current budget crunch and sequestration, it makes little sense to use taxpayer resources to pay for union work.”\(^{518}\)
50. Playing Games with Taxpayer Money – (IMLS) $225,000

The federal government is literally playing games with taxpayer money continuing financial support for exhibits showcasing “the history of play in America.”

The Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) awarded a $149,903 Museums for America grant to The Strong, a Rochester museum, to assist with the expansion of its “artifact-dense, interactive, interpretive exhibit” *America at Play.* It is the third consecutive year the museum has received funding from the federal agency.

“The Strong’s collection of dolls, stuffed animals, toy soldiers, action figures, and other figural playthings is the largest diversified collection of such artifacts in a public institution in the United States, showcasing not only how toys have changed over time, but also how these changes have reflected and influenced American culture.”

There will be a number of play zones within the museum that “will illuminate changes and continuities in American play over three centuries.”

The IMLS grant to the museum is being “applied toward the fabrication and installation of a 4,000-square-foot figurative play zone that focuses on the history and evolution of play through pretend figures that represent living creatures” (sic). This “figurative play” zone is “expected to open in November 2014 and will focus on dolls, stuffed animals, toy soldiers, and action figures. The final phase of America at Play will focus on toy vehicles and construction toys.”

The National Museum of Play spent part of several federal grants this year to finance the “America at Play” project.

Last year, the Museum was awarded $150,000 by IMLS the installation of an “exhibit on games and puzzles titled *Game Time!,*” which invites guests to move like a piece on a giant game board through 300 years of games, puzzles, and public amusements.

The National Museum of Play also received a $113,277 two-year grant from the IMLS in 2011 “for activities of its International Center for the History of Electronic Games” to “conduct a detailed conservation survey of approximately 7,000 video games” and for other activities intended to “save our video game heritage.” Visitors can play *Pac-Man,* an arcade version of *Guitar Hero,* the latest PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, and Wii games as well as “discover how video games changed the way people play, learn, and relate to each other.” The museum provides a virtual tour of its International Center for the History of Electronic Games.

With toys old and new and fun events like the recently held Star Wars themed “In Another Galaxy Weekend,” the National Museum of Play offers fun and entertainment for kids of all ages. But our
$17 trillion national debt is not play money, so it is time to say “game over” to playing the taxpayers to pay for the museum’s doll and video game fun zones.
51. Custom Crystal Wine Glasses and Barware – (U.S. Department of State) $5 million

Hours before the federal government was shut down and 800,000 federal employees were furloughed over the budget impasse, the State Department awarded a $5 million, multi-year contract to Simon Pearce, a Vermont-based specialty glassmaker, for the production of custom, hand-blown crystal stemware and barware for its embassies.

The State Department’s solicitation for its fancy new glasses claims that the “United States international relations, national interest and success are, in part, built upon the ability of our ambassadors to entertain host country nationals in our embassies and residences abroad.”

And so the State Department is very particular about its glassware standards—in addition to glassware that is “free of imperfections” and sold in “high end retail department stores” like “Neiman Marcus, Bloomingdales, Saks Fifth Avenue, Bergdorf Goldman,” the winning glassware was required to produce “a sharp high-pitched resonant sound when tapped with a metal object, such as a fork or spoon” and be emblazoned with the Department of State seal.

If only the State Department was as particular about the performance of its programs as it is about entertaining dignitaries and diplomats.
52. Tinkling Away Tax Dollars; Human urine used to fertilize farm crops – (USDA) $15,000

The Rich Earth Institute (REI), a nonprofit organization in Vermont, received a $15,000 grant from the USDA Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) program for a project in which a hay field is fertilized with human urine.531

As part of the project, REI is hoping to collect 3,000 gallons of urine from volunteers.532 The urine is then sanitized and “applied as a stream” to the fields to “encourage it to soak into the soil.”533 The soil will be analyzed for nutrients after the crop is harvested.534

Abe Noe-Hays, REI co-founder, says ideally “the urine you produce in a year can be enough to produce the food you would need for most of that year.”535 He said “we got 60 volunteers right away who said, ‘Sure, I’d love to collect my urine and give it to your project,” noting “with this, every time people go to the bathroom, they feel good about themselves.”536

Kim Nace, co-founder and administrative director, says “once you get through the ‘ick’ factor, people are really excited about contributing. Whatever the reason, people have strong feelings about human waste.”537

The study, which is part of REI’s mission “to advance and promote human manure as a resource,”538 is the “first state approved and publicly documented use of urine as a fertilizer in the United States.”539 The study concept is not new. “Urine has been used as fertilizer since ancient times.”540 And over the past decade similar studies have been conducted worldwide in Europe, Asia, and South America.541 A 2007 study conducted in Finland, for example, found cabbage fertilized with urine grew faster and larger542 but that sauerkraut produced from the cabbage grown in urine tasted different. About two-thirds of the taste testers preferred sauerkraut made from cabbage not grown with human urine.543 Furthermore, there was also no difference in nutritional value of the cabbage fertilized with urine.544
Whatever the outcome of the current study, the farmer who owns the hayfields being used notes “urine by itself isn’t a complete fertilizer for food crops. The ratio of nitrogen to other key plant nutrients is too high.” For many consumers, the “ick” factor may be even higher.
53. Stuck in Neutral: Earmark for Transportation Center still Behind Schedule after 15 years – (DOT) $8 million

In 1998, the epic love story *Titanic* was at the top of the box office and people were able to “Google” something for the very first time. Congress was hard at work in 1998, too, earmarking millions for a state-of-the-art transportation research center. Fifteen years, multiple audits and investigations, and at least $8 million in wasted taxpayer funds, the research center isn’t producing research, has lost its federal designation, and is openly referred to as a “boondoggle.” The project is so far off track, even its namesake patron has distanced himself from it.

South Carolina State was designated by the Department of Transportation as a “Tier 1 University Transportation Center in 1998,” which paved the way for additional federal funding to support transportation-related research and development. With growth in transportation-related programs planned, South Carolina State University decided to build a new center, that was to include 6 new buildings and a 720 space parking deck with an ultimate completion date of 2020. The project included a mix of funds from federal agencies, including the Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the state of South Carolina, and other sources. As of June 2011, total federal funding obligated for the Center was $24.3 million, with $8 million of that amount fully spent.

As the project got underway, however, it quickly ran into problems, many of which pointed to a lack of management on the University’s part. In a 2010 article, then Vice President of Finance for the University said “Everything that could possibly have gone wrong went wrong on this project.” The University held a groundbreaking ceremony in October 2005, but couldn’t actually start construction. Why? Seven years into the project, the University didn’t own all of the land needed to construct the center. After purchasing property in 2005, the University had what it thought it needed, until 2007, when the construction company figured out that additional land still needed to be purchased, and the University learned that it didn’t own the streets. It wasn’t until April 2008 that the University resolved all of those issues.

By that point, however, planning for the project had gone so poorly that the Department of Transportation revoked the University’s designation as a Tier 1 center in 2006, meaning that additional federal funding under the grant program ceased. According to a March 2009 letter from
Congressman Clyburn to University President Dr. George Cooper, the Federal Highway Administration was not pleased with operations at the Center, which led to the loss of designation. In 2008, the Federal Highway Administration wrote to President Cooper, stating that construction documents for the first phase contained “an inordinate amount of errors and omissions” and that acceptable contract documents had “not yet been submitted, resulting in over ten months of corrective work.” That same letter showed that, of the $22 million in federal funding made available to build the center, only $3.5 million had actually been expended.

The history of problems associated with the Center was detailed in a 2010 article in the Charleston Post and Courier, including the additional strange twist that the chief architect hired, at a cost of $2.5 million, to design the center, died in April 2010, leading to additional setbacks. Broader concerns prompted the General Assembly in South Carolina to request that the Legislative Audit Council conduct a review of the center, which was completed in June 2011, and which documented further problems:

The total cost to complete the center grew from its original estimate of $70 million, to $107 million. The project incurred $1 million in cost increases because companies who had lower bids for construction contracts did not sufficiently meet federal requirements and University-established goals for participation by “Disadvantaged Business Enterprises.” Documents prepared by the architect included plans for “an executive office suite” in the Center “designated as being for the use of a Congressman” and for which the $455,000 cost was more than twice the cost on a square foot basis for other, similar office space. As a requirement of receiving transportation research grant funding, recipients are required to publish final research reports. The Audit Council tried to find public versions of the reports, but was unable to do so.

University staff used grant funds to cover travel expenses, and received reimbursement for hotel stays that exceeded GSA limits. In one case, an employee stayed at a hotel with a rate of $199 per night in Clemson, South Carolina, when GSA’s lodging limit was $70. University employees were paid twice in some cases, using grant funds to cover their full-time salaries, then getting paid with additional grant funds to work on individual projects.

The report concluded by saying that South Carolina State University “has no viable plan” to secure the remaining funding necessary to complete the Center, and that management of the project has been so poor that the University is at risk of having to repay significant amount of federal grant funds. So far, a research team of two people are the only ones to move into the single, scaled-back building that has been constructed thus far.

When asked for comment in January, Congressman Clyburn had “no comment on the building that bears his name.”
54. Globetrotting Postal Regulator – (PRC) $19,000

Ruth Goldway, the Chair of the Postal Regulatory Commissioner (PRC), has been flying high on the taxpayer dime.

Since 1970, the PRC has overseen important facets of the U.S. Postal Service’s operations. The 2013 calendar year has been particularly busy for the regulator given the complex challenges facing the Postal Service as mail volume declines.

Despite these responsibilities, Goldway took six trips totaling $19,000 this year.

Compared to 2012, her travel costs have increased by $4,000.

Goldway’s travel costs are rising despite coming under fire for excessive international travel in the past. In February 2012, Senator Tom Carper, requested detailed justifications and itineraries for all official trips taken by Goldway and those of her past two predecessors.565

Senator Carper stated that, “A significant increase in the amount of travel by the commission chair — or any member of the commission — raises legitimate questions. This is a time when the leadership of the Congress, the Postal Service and the Commission should be focused like a laser on the Postal Service’s financial problems.”566

At the time, Goldway was urged to limit trips to what was only truly necessary.

Goldway has pushed back on critics, stating: “I know that travel is an easy mark for people, but I really think that what we do is well within the bounds of responsibility and I make a special effort to make sure that any travel I take is extremely frugal. I’m a small person, I can get on a plane easily, but I think it’s important to travel.”567

Nevertheless, Goldway’s travel costs increased this year, despite such pleas, and the majority of costs were incurred from international trips. The other reason this raises concerns is that, under law, the State Department is the de facto lead of international postal matters.568

Despite this, Goldway’s international travel persisted and outpaced that of other PRC commissioners. In 2013, only one commissioner reported any travel - a solitary trip, totaling $3,100, to San Francisco for the National Postal Forum.569
Documentation of Goldway’s travels also reveals a habit of adding personal days to PRC trips. While personal days are paid for with her private funds, documentation detailing Goldway’s trips raise questions about the business importance of the trips.

For example, during Chairman Goldway’s April 2013 trip to Bern, Switzerland, she was gone for 11 days to attend a technical meeting of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) for which two PRC staff would also be in attendance. However, for this trip, more time was spent on personal days and travel then in an official capacity. What’s more, the UPU was conducting business on the 17, 18 and 19th when Goldway was on travel and personal time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 17</td>
<td>Travel to Zurich, No Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 18</td>
<td>Personal Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 19</td>
<td>Personal Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 20</td>
<td>Personal Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 21</td>
<td>Travel to Bern, No Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 22</td>
<td>PRC Staff Meeting, meeting from 3-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 23</td>
<td>Conference Meetings and Diplomatic Dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 24</td>
<td>Conference Meetings and Diplomatic Dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 25</td>
<td>Plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 26</td>
<td>“prepared notes on plenary,” Diplomatic Dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 27</td>
<td>Travel home, No meetings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goldway’s questionable use of PRC funds extends beyond travel and to conference sponsorships. Under Goldway’s leadership as Chair, the PRC has sponsored $30,000 worth of international postal conferences since June of 2010.
55. The Denver Museum of Miniatures, Dolls and Toys – (CO) $40,810

The federal government is adding to its monstrous debt by funding a miniature museum.

The Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) awarded $40,810 to the Denver Museum of Miniatures, Dolls and Toys (DMMDT) to “create a digital inventory of its collection of 2,180 historic, iconic, and artisan toys.”

The “relatively small museum” has a number of permanent exhibits, including “dolls; fully furnished miniature houses; miniature trains, planes and cars; giant teddy bears; a miniature circus; antique dolls.” “It is a great place to come think about the toys you loved as a kid, but may have forgotten. The museum’s director describes the museum as “a place you can see what toys your grandparents may have played with.”

The museum was founded in 1981 “through the support of a grass-roots community coalition of miniature doll artists, business owners, and civic leaders” and managed by volunteers “with no paid staff.” But with this grant, “the museum will hire a full-time, temporary inventory manager to work with staff and volunteers to inventory and photograph the collection and update information in the collections database. The project will produce manuals, standardized procedures, and reports on the inventory.”

According to a job announcement posted by the museum, the Inventory Manager to be hired with this grant would be responsible for conducting a “physical inventory” and digital photographs of the museum’s toy collection. The “essential qualifications and skills” required include “excellent problem solving, critical thinking and decision making skills” and the “ability to lift up to 50 lbs.”

The doll museum already has photographs of many of its toys posted on the museum’s Facebook page. There are also other doll and miniature museums in the United States, including the Great American Dollhouse Museum in Kentucky and the Doll and Toy Museum of New York City.

While it may seem important for the Denver Museum of Miniatures, Dolls and Toys to photograph its collection of doll houses and toys, it is difficult to justify the federal government funding the effort while at the same time trimming tens of millions of dollars from the annual
budget of the nation’s premier museum institution, the Smithsonian, which may result in staff layoffs and even the closing of some Smithsonian museums in 2014.
56. Studying Little Red Crabs Instead of Little Red Men – (NASA) $237,205

One NASA-funded venture may be enough to make taxpayers a little crabby. Our nation’s space agency cannot fly people to the moon or even the International Space Station, but it is still studying little red creatures. Not Martians, but Christmas Island red crabs.

This year, a researcher at the University of Washington (UW) used part of a $1.1 million space agency grant to help analyze what triggered the sanguine critters to begin their annual migration from “their inland burrows to drop their eggs in the ocean.”\textsuperscript{580,581} In the salty seawater, the eggs develop, and the next generation of red crabs emerges.

Historical weather and migration data revealed red crabs generally begin their yearly journeys when rainfall reaches 22 millimeters in a certain timeframe.\textsuperscript{582}

This knowledge about red crabs will likely be useful is very few places in the universe. The crabs certainly will not be found in Mars, or even any other earthly location. The Christmas Island red crab studied is only found on the namesake island.\textsuperscript{583}

While not all of the researcher’s NASA grant went toward this study, no NASA funds should be used to study ecological problems (on Earth, at least) already being addressed by our nation’s premier scientific research agency, the National Science Foundation (NSF). In fact, NSF also funded a graduate research fellowship of another researcher on the project.\textsuperscript{584}
57. Federal Government Paying Salaries to Hundreds of Thousands of Tax Cheats – $3.6 billion

While millions of Americans continue to send back portions of their hard earned wages to Washington, many federal employees are tax cheats.

During the year of sweeping budget cuts, millions of federal employees faced layoffs, furloughs, and other cutbacks as a result of Congress' failure to replace sequestration with responsible, targeted cuts. Most of these federal employees are responsible citizens who pay their taxes. Some, however, don’t feel they have to live by the rules like other Americans.

In 2011, the IRS found nearly 312,000 federal employees and retirees were delinquent on their federal income taxes, owing a total of $3.5 billion in unpaid federal income taxes. This represented an 11.5 percent increase in the number of federal employees failing to pay their taxes, and a 2.9 percent increase in the total taxes owed the Treasury by these public servants.585

The 2011 figures, the most recent year for which data are available, include 107,658 civilian federal employees owing more than $1 billion in unpaid taxes; 141,980 were military and civilian retirees $2.1 billion in delinquent taxes; and 61,928 were current military with $329 million in outstanding taxes.586

It is inappropriate for any individual in violation of the law, including tax law, to retain full time employment with the federal government. And yet, nearly every federal agency and office, starting with the White House, Congress, and even the Treasury Department, continue to employ individuals who are failing to pay their taxes.

Congress, the Courts, and the White House have failed to lead by example, with the three entities employing a total of 1,622 individuals owing a combined $23.8 million in taxes as of 2011.

Federal employees have a clear obligation, just as the rest of American citizens do, to pay their federal income taxes.
The Bureau of Engraving and Printing has been reckless at the wheel with its license to print money.

Dubbed the nation’s “money factory,” the Bureau produces tens of billions of dollars of paper money each month. Along with the U.S. Mint, which produces all of the nation’s coinage, the Bureau is one of two—legal—manufacturers of U.S. currency and the sole printer of paper money.

One of the major initiatives of the agency in recent years has been to design a new $100 bill. Christened the “NextGen” $100 note, it is designed primarily to combat counterfeiting with state-of-the-art design features incapable of duplication by even the most sophisticated criminals. It will feature a Liberty Bell that changes color, a hidden message on Ben Franklin’s collar, and tiny 3-D images that move when one tilts the bill.

The Bureau has witnessed setback after setback in the rollout of the NextGen note, which was originally scheduled to be released in early 2011. The redesigned note was released on October 8, 2013.

According to a Bureau spokeswoman, the cause of the latest incident in 2013 is something known as “mashing,” a defect that occurs when too much ink is applied to the paper and the lines of the artwork are not as crisp as they should be. As a result of the mashing error, the Federal Reserve to date has returned over 30 million NextGen bills—worth over $3 billion—to the Bureau, demanding a refund. The Fed has also refused to purchase any more NextGens from the Washington, D.C., plant in which they were printed, ordering instead the Bureau’s other money factory in Fort Worth, Texas, to accelerate their production. A July 2013 memo from the Fed blamed inadequate internal control measures for the defective bills.

What is the cost for this mashing defect? The new NextGen bills cost about 12.6 cents each to print. Multiply that 30 million times over for each defective bill to get a total price tag of just under $4 million for printing the bad bills. Additionally, the Bureau must dispose of the bad bills and spend additional hours making up for the mistakes made by employees of the agency.

In its latest currency budget, the Fed reported that it would order 2.5 billion new $100 bills this year. With NextGens costing 4.8 cents more per bill to manufacture than current $100 bills, the Fed’s request alone for the new $100 bills will put the taxpayer out approximately $120 million more than if the old bill design were to be retained.

These mishaps are on top of the additional $9.5 million in 2013 set aside for a questionable education program that includes global outreach efforts about the new $100 bill. The $100 NextGen note, once heralded as a necessary cutting edge piece of technology, is turning out to be little more than a wooden nickel.
59. Brewery gets one on the house – (USDA) $450,000

How much money would you expect the federal government to provide to one of the more popular, financially successful craft breweries? Uncle Sam gave $450,000 this year to Alaskan Brewing Company to help them install a new environmentally friendly boiler.  

Alaskan Brewing Company, known across the country for its famous Alaskan Amber, is the 12th best-selling craft brewery in the nation. The company sold 130,000 barrels of beer in 2011, an 11.2 percent increase from 2010. In 2012, sales continued to climb to 140,000 barrels of beer.

Alaskan Brewing Company will continue to make tasty beer for the masses, with a big profit boost courtesy of the federal government.
60. Scam Scholarships – (ED) $1.2 billion

Taxpayers are seeing their dollars thrown away to scam artists, and students struggling to pay for college may find higher tuition costs as some community colleges try to recover the millions of dollars they’re losing each year from federal Pell Grant fraud and abuse.  

Out of the $33.5 billion in Pell Grants the federal government doled out last year, individuals posing as students - called “Pell Runners” - took off with $1.2 billion.

Given how easy it is to receive the funds, it’s no wonder there is significant fraud. When students register for classes at a participating college, they can fill out a financial aid form. If they qualify for a Pell Grant – based only on financial need – the federal government will issue the grant to the school. The school then takes out the cost of tuition for the semester and sends the remaining funds directly to the student. The student can use the leftovers to pay for a variety of purposes, such as food and living expenses. Because community colleges are generally low-cost, Pell Grant recipients can have one or two thousand dollars sent to them for their personal use. Once the money is received, however, scamming recipients disappear, leaving the school to try to find them to pay back the funds, and oftentimes moving on to do the same at another school. Tracking down these scammers is nearly impossible, and the college usually ends up paying back the fraudulently received grant out of their own monies.

At Henry Ford Community College this year alone, over $4 million of taxpayer money went to individuals who claimed they were full-time students, only to take the money and run, never actually setting foot inside a classroom.

The federal government has not done enough to curb the abuse. Some schools have been taking matters into their own hands, implementing measures to try to reduce the incidents of fraud. Some impose a longer waiting period before distributing the funds to the student performing more stringent checks, one school waiting until 10 percent of the way into the semester, while other schools are increasing tuition, in part to cover the costs of Pell Grant abuse.

In either situation, it’s the honest students that suffer: longer waiting periods means it will take longer to get the money they need, and higher tuition costs means they will have to get by with less next semester when the college sends them a reduced check.
61. Extreme Makeover – (NJ) $141,886

Paterson, New Jersey, doesn’t seem like a town that would be wasting money. With more than half its citizens living below the poverty line, it can’t raise enough revenue to support the costs of running the city. 613, 614 Major infusions of cash from outside sources, particularly the state government, keep the city from bankruptcy. “Without it [state aid], our City will sink,” Paterson’s Mayor Jeffery Jones said in November. 615

So it was a surprise for some Paterson residents to learn the city council decided to spend over $140,000 in federal housing aid to fix up an vacant property that had already received $260,000 in work by the city. Council members who opposed the spending pointed out that the city officials had spent more on the property than the house was actually worth. 616 (The house’s estimated value is $171,000, according to Zillow.com. 617)

“I shudder to think what could have been done with the money,” said Paterson councilman William McKoy. 618
62. If You Build It, Airlines Will Come? – (FAA) $3,125,000

The St. Cloud Regional Airport is Minnesota’s “Airport of Dreams,” receiving over $24 million since 2000 for improvements and to attract commercial airlines. But unlike Kevin Costner’s baseball diamond in a cornfield, the millions of federal investments in the St. Cloud Regional Airport haven’t lured the all-stars of the airline industry.

Despite $3,125,000 in federal aviation grants for its 9,000 square foot terminal and $750,000 in federal stimulus funds for a passenger boarding bridge, there is no daily commercial service at the airport. To date, the only commercial airline carrier flying in and out of St. Cloud is Allegiant Air’s bi-weekly round-trip service to Phoenix.

It’s not because the airport hasn’t been trying to lure commercial airline service. The Greater St. Cloud Development Corporation launched a public-private partnership campaign called “Let’s Go” to raise money to resume daily commercial flights. The Let’s Go campaign has raised over $6.1 million.

With almost $10 million in public-private partnerships and federal grants, why is the St. Cloud Regional Airport still dependent on the American taxpayer? Perhaps the airport director, Bill Towle, best sums it up.

“We still move at the speed of public government, we just move slower.” Not only is this a huge waste of tax dollars, it also duplicates the work of the Essential Air Service program at the FAA, which spent $192 million in subsidies to lure big airlines to small airports.
63. Need Brains! Fighting Zombies with Pluses and Minuses – (NC) $150,000

Somehow zombies have gnawed their way onto Uncle Sam’s payroll.

This year, the National Science Foundation (NSF) paid an interactive media firm to create a “Web-based, action-adventure, narrative-based, role-playing game where the player defends against zombies in an effort to save the human race.” While zombies are hardly something most people will ever encounter, the goal of the game is to teach middle school students how to apply math skills in “real-world tasks.”

NSF awarded the game designer $150,000 to craft the zombie experience. Even with enough money to buy thousands of textbooks, the grant designer will not be building a full game. Instead, three “mini-games” will be designed and tested with just 80 middle school students. Ironically, the same amount of funding could have paid the annual salaries of almost 5 teachers in North Carolina.

Zombies are certainly not new to video games and have been used to teach math as well. Uncle Sam must have been so stunned by the mongrels that he didn’t realize other zombie-themed math games and apps already exist, such “Man Vs. Zombies” and “Maths of the Dead.” In addition, a simple search for other math games and apps available for iPhones or Android turns up thousands of results. Free learning apps are widely available.

The Department of Education has previously awarded the company almost $1 million in grants to design other games as well. One game, Math Monster Mystery, is “a compelling narrative, presented in motion comic format” and intended for elementary school. Another, called “PlatinuMath,” is designed to help elementary school teachers before they start their careers.

Zombies can self-perpetuate, but taxpayers’ scarce resources cannot. Perhaps the federal government should focus on groundbreaking research rather than low-priority videogames.
64. The FBI Investigates Hollywood Movie Plots – (FBI) $1.5 million

While FBI special agents courageously protect the United States against foreign spies, terrorists, gangs, and serial killers, a special unit at the bureau is collaborating with Hollywood movie producers to nab fictional mobsters and other imaginary bad guys.

Although the FBI has a sordid history with Hollywood, such as when it “conducted a sweeping and sustained investigation of the motion picture industry to expose Hollywood’s alleged subversion of “the American Way” during the reign of J. Edgar Hoover, the agency is now trying to new approach to influence movie makers.

The bureau’s Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit, which has an annual budget of $1.5 million, provides screenwriters, movie and TV producers, and authors advice on costumes, props, scenery, and weapons as well as b-roll footage and fact checking. The FBI requests copies of the film script and plot to review and a “description how the FBI fits into the project and its relative importance.” The agency “helped lend authenticity to 649 projects, usually films, TV shows and books” in just one year.

The FBI provided assistance for the motion pictures “The Kingdom,” “Shooter,” and “Breach” as well as television shows including “Without A Trace,” “CSI,” “Numb3rs,” “Criminal Minds,” and “The Closer.”

The movie “Shooter” earned over $95.6 million worldwide. The movie tells the tale of an assassination attempt on the President of the United States. “The Kingdom” grossed over $86.6 million while “Breach” brought in over $40.9 million.

While these box office bonanzas were bringing in millions, the FBI was having its own budget shaved by sequestration. Over the past year, the FBI reduced hiring, training and equipment purchases to comply with sequestration and is threatening to shut down its offices and furlough employees for as many as ten days in the near future, which would have an impact of real investigations and intelligence gathering. The Attorney General claims sequestration is “materially reducing FBI’s investigative capacity to address mortgage fraud, cybercrime, human trafficking, terrorism, financial fraud, organized crime, to just name just a few of its critical mission areas.”

Hollywood is not without its own experts who can provide much of the same expertise and advice as the FBI. Scott Nelson, a retired agent who worked for the FBI for 25 years, for example, “is part of a now-sprawling community of expert ‘consultants’ who help Hollywood film-makers to realistically portray everything from fight scenes to the intricacies of real-life police investigations.” He has been described as “the star who’s always just out of shot” and the “go to person when “Hollywood actors need to walk and talk like secret agents or villains.”
So perhaps the real unsolved mystery is why is the FBI spending taxpayer money to assist with the production of Hollywood blockbusters at a time when budget cuts are reducing the agency’s ability to combat real crimes and threats?

The FBI Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit provides screenwriters, movie and TV producers, and authors advice on costumes, props, scenery, and weapons as well as b-roll footage and fact checking.
65. Cash Cows – (USDA) $19.5 million

Researchers from Kansas State University are worried that cattle and bison may shrink in size over the next 50 years due to global warming. Rising temperatures could cause grass to grow more slowly, in turn resulting in smaller cattle and bison that eat the grass.646

Never fear. Some of their colleagues at Kansas State are looking into it, funded by a $9.6 million, five-year grant from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). Scientists from Oklahoma State University, the University of Oklahoma, the USDA, and Tarleton State University will join forces with Kansas State in combating climate-induced bovine weight loss.647

This diverse coalition will be just one of many research teams around the country funded by the USDA’s National Institute of Food and Agriculture. In total, the USDA will be awarding $19.5 million nationwide to support the development of “climate solutions for beef and dairy cattle.”648

Although primarily composed of scientists, the Kansas State research team will be joined by non-scientists as well in its research. Leading the team will be three Kansas State professors, one of whom is an associate professor of sociology.649

Why sociology? It seems this research project is not completely devoted to scientific inquiry. In addition to improving soil and water quality and developing diversified forage sources, the research team will focus its efforts on developing “marketing options” and “ways to provide more stable farm household income.”650

Taxpayer cash to find out how skinny cows will get with less grass.
66. Federal frat: man caves, pin ups, and filth – (EPA) $479,000

The EPA is well known for its fervent efforts in protecting animals’ habitats. Perhaps not as widely documented is its very own “animal house,” a sanctuary for anyone looking to party away his days on the taxpayer dollar.


The 70,000-square foot “Epsilon House” is one of the agency’s largest storage facilities, located in Landover, Maryland. Officially titled the “Main EPA Headquarters Warehouse,” housed within are the excess inventories for the agency’s nearby Washington, D.C. hub. Although the EPA is in charge of the warehouse, Apex Logistics LLC, a federal contractor, was tasked with the day-to-day operations at the facility from 2007 to 2013.

However, a May 2013 investigation by the EPA’s Office of Inspector General would forever expel Apex from Epsilon House.

Instead of an unassuming storage facility, the OIG found a vermin-ridden, testosterone-infused party house cordoned off into multiple “man caves” for the Apex Logistics contractors. Spelunking into the caves revealed that the contractors had pilfered numerous pieces of equipment from the EPA for their own leisure, including televisions, refrigerators, radios, microwaves, chairs, and couches. Additionally found were photos, pin ups, calendars, clothing, books, magazines, and videos.

The guys even had the opportunity to start their own band. Inspectors found three pianos and various wind band instruments—apparently all EPA property—within the warehouse.

Perhaps the most grandiose amenity of Epsilon House was its exercise facility, complete with borrowed workout equipment from the EPA “that could rival a gym’s.”

This is all in addition to “a locked office inside the facility for which we could not determine a purpose,” according to investigators.

To hide their illicit leisure activities, contractors arranged the unauthorized personal spaces so that they were out of sight of security cameras through the use of screens, partitions, and piled-up boxes.

According to investigators, “EPA management confirmed they had not visited the warehouse before the Office of Inspector General briefed the agency over concerns with poor oversight of the storage facility.”
The party is now over, and the taxpayers are left feeling the hangover. Since the initial award of its contract in 2007, Apex had been paid by the EPA over $5.3 million for labor costs and management of Epsilon House.658

**67. The Gopher Protection Program – (DoD) $5.25 Million**

Even as furloughs sent tens of thousands of Defense Department (DoD) employees home without pay, the agency spent millions to protecting the pocket gopher, gopher tortoise, Florida pine snake and others.

Two military bases, one in Florida and one in Washington, received a total of $5.25 million as part of DoD’s Readiness and Environmental Protection Integration (REPI) Program.659 The program works to offset the environmental impact of military training near bases by investing in local conservation efforts.

The biggest award, amounting to $3.5 million, went to Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM) near Tacoma, Washington, to “preserve, restore and manage critical prairie habitat.”660

While the Environmental Protection Agency is already dedicated to environmental issue, one military ecologist, Jeffrey Foster, noted that it’s a defense mission as well: “Although our primary mission is fighting wars and military training, like other federal agencies, we have a requirement to support the recovery of listed species.”661

An additional $1.75 million was sent to Eglin Air Force Base in Florida to help purchase 20,800 acres of land.662 State officials noted the purchased land would provide a home for the “Florida black bear, gopher tortoise, Florida pine snake, Pine Barrens treefrog and eastern diamondback rattlesnake.”663
Move over, Rudolph. There’s a new antlered holiday character in town, and he’s got the financial backing of U.S. taxpayers.

Funded by a $10,000 federal grant from the National Endowment of the Arts, “Mooseltoe: A New Moosical” will be touring the nation this holiday season.

Taxpayer dollars pay for “Mooseltoe” to feature voices from celebrities from Broadway, television, and movies, as well as costumes from the costume designer of Broadway’s “The Lion King.”

In addition to its original songs, parents will appreciate the 16 characters in “Mooseltoe” that are entertaining their children on the taxpayers’ dime, including three snobby penguins, a mobster snowman, and a fat walrus.
69. Nothing says “Indianapolis Urban Waterway System” like Interpretive Dance – (NSF) $2.9 million

An “outdoor museum” featuring dance, poetry and sculpture will soon be able to help residents of Indianapolis learn more about the city’s urban waterways.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) provided Butler University’s Center for Urban Ecology with $2.9 million to create the “City as a Living Laboratory” initiative throughout Indianapolis. Project officials hope to use the money “to create sites along six Indianapolis waterways where arts and science will be used to educate the public about Indianapolis’s water system.”

Project planners intend to use the artwork to “interpret scientific content,” which would be available not only to those traversing the city’s bike paths, but also on a smartphone app. Butler University will be joined by the Center for Urban Health at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis, which will conduct the research needed to support the project. Gabriel Fillipelli, the center’s director, noted the project’s goal was to raise awareness that waterways were more than just commerce and transportation, but that they “want people in urban areas to learn more about their connection to the environment.”

Indianapolis Mayor Greg Ballard said that “this unique combination of art, science and trails will provide great new places for families, walkers, runners and cyclists to see our beautiful city and perhaps even learn a thing or two in the process.”
70. $158,500 Pile of Rumble

Americans undoubtedly value the preservation of landmarks, buildings, and other areas that are of historical significance and value, and New Orleans is a U.S. city full of historical properties worth preserving. But a new federal program intended to be a “national model of how to succeed in preservation” instead used taxpayers’ money to demolish instead of to preserve historical homes in New Orleans.  

In an effort to spare 81 historical homes from the wrecking ball, the City of New Orleans in 2010 redirected millions of dollars in federal block grants to hire an experienced contractor to move these homes from the site of two new hospitals. The contractor would then deliver the homes to local non-profits which would renovate these homes, and then sell them to low-income families.

But this preservation plan fell apart upon implementation, resulting in $158,500 from taxpayers being spent on one home which was ultimately demolished in October 2013.

When the contractor, Builders of Hope, moved the homes, it removed the roofs from the homes to fit under city’s power lines and sawed off the backs of those houses which were determined to be too long for tight street turns. So the non-profits often received homes without roofs, walls, back halves, and nothing to protect the homes from rotting under New Orleans’ notorious heat, humidity, rain, and wind.

At this point, taxpayers spent $38,500 to move one home to 1601 Dumaine Street without a roof and back wall. After months of deteriorating under the elements, the Historic Landmarks District Commission (HDLC) in charge of overseeing the home’s new neighborhood wanted to demolish the house. Instead of acknowledging the home’s impossible disrepair, the non-profit which now owned the home, Providence Community Housing, insisted that the home could be renovated and obtained $120,000 in additional federal funding from the Department of Housing and Urban Development to renovate the house.

By October 2013, the house was a $158,500 pile of rubble.

The legally required permits to demolish the moved house were never applied for, and, when first asked about the house’s fate, a Vice President of Providence Community Housing (“Providence”) denied that the house had been demolished.

The blame game between the City of New Orleans, Providence, Builders of Hope, and New Orleans residents reveals how taxpayers paid $158,500 to move and then destroy a historical home.
The City of New Orleans alleged that Builders of Hope, the contractor paid to move the house, mismanaged its funds and failed to pay its subcontractors, which resulted in the homes not being protected from weather damage. Builders of Hope alleged that the City of New Orleans were months behind in sending payments for legitimate invoices that it submitted, preventing payments to its subcontractors, thus leaving the homes in disrepair. A contractor for Providence told an inspector from the City's Department of Safety and Permits that the home at 1601 Dumaine could not be salvaged because of its dilapidated condition upon its receipt from Builders of Hope.

A spokesman for Mayor Landrieu stated that Providence’s demolition of the home was “outside the scope of what the City had originally permitted” when it granted funds for renovations.

A board member with the Foundation for Historical Louisiana blames the City of New Orleans which “was responsible to make sure the money was spent wisely and that the houses were restored.”

While all the parties involved are busy pointing fingers at each other for the home’s demolition, they all concur that taxpayers’ money was wasted. A Vice President of Providence stated, “I do feel like it was a waste of taxpayer dollars.” An executive of Builders of Hope declared the preservation project to be “so messed up. It’s a disaster.”
The United States Department of Agriculture awarded over $16 million to 110 businesses to fund the development of new products. The grants were made through the USDA’s “Value-Added Producer Grants” program, which “help[s] agricultural producers increase their income by expanding marketing opportunities, creating new products or developing new uses for existing products.”

Examples of “new products” included salsa and Bloody Mary mix. Fish Hawk Acres, LLC in Rock Cave, West Virginia was awarded $45,000 in taxpayer funds to market their brand salsa and Bloody Mary mix. Justifying the need for more types of salsa and Bloody Mary mix is challenging. Recent reports note Salsa outsells ketchup in the United States.

Glenmary Gardens in Bristol, Virginia received a $213,000 grant “to expand the processing and marketing of locally grown fruits and vegetable into jellies, ice cream and flavored syrups.”

A USDA press release noted that in dealing with sequestration, it “has already undertaken historic efforts” to save taxpayer funds “through targeted, common-sense reductions.”
72. The Case of the Old Vacant Grist Mill – (VA) $2 million

The Department of Veterans Affairs is planning a $2 million renovation of an over 250 year old building known as the Old Grist Mill. While the building was nominated to the National Register of Historic Places in 1974, it is rarely visited and has not been shuttered since the Civil War.

The federal government is considering turning the Old Grist Mill into office space. An architecture firm reviewed the building and prepared an extensive renovation plan for the building, both inside and out. That firm determined it would cost $2 million to renovate the 3,600 square foot space for use as office space. In March 2013, the VA began looking for a construction firm to renovate the Old Grist Mill and another building close by with an estimated renovation cost of between $2 million and $5 million.

The project specified it would require “a new water wheel will be installed on the exterior to mimic, as closely as possible, the original Mill.”

A recent report by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) singled out the renovations to the Old Grist Mill and questioned the merit of the expense. The agency noted “installing modern building systems and making building code improvements – such as adding a bathroom and a stairwell – will be challenging.”

That said, a local historian noted the Old Grist Mill was “probably in pretty good shape considering its age and the fact that it’s not necessarily useful.”
73. Footing the Bill for a Bestseller – (NSF) $1,750,000

Facing $356 million in sequestration cuts, researchers and scientists at the National Science Foundation (NSF) faced lay-offs and reduced resources for projects. But instead of allocating funds to critical scientific research being, the NSF awarded a $1.75 million grant to create a PBS documentary that promotes the title and topic of a *New York Times* best-selling book.

“In Defense of Food” will be a two-hour documentary based on the same-titled book by Michael Pollan and will broadcast on PBS in 2014. Michael Pollan has written five books, all *New York Times* bestsellers, on the relationships between food, agriculture, and culinary science.

However, Kikim Media, the company paid to produce the taxpayer-funded documentary, describes the film as showing “how a combination of uncertain and incomplete science, weak-kneed politicians, and clever marketing campaigns have shaped America's eating habits in a way that have made us less and less healthy.” Critics in the science industry have panned Pollan’s “food science” books as lacking “the scientific principles that should define a premier research university or guide what faculty pass on to their students in the classroom.”

NSF explains that the goal of the documentary is to engage its audience about the scientific research of food and how food science is utilized in media and marketing. According to the NSF, the ultimate value of the documentary is “to enhance public understanding of the crucial importance of science in people’s everyday lives and in shaping dozens of daily decisions.”
74. Education Grant Funds Used to Settle Lawsuit – (FL DOE) $1.25 million

Federal taxpayer money designated to improve children’s schools in Florida were instead spent to settle a lawsuit between the state and a former contractor.

The Florida Department of Education⁷¹⁰ is forking over $1.25 million to settle a lawsuit with Infinity Software Development, a company that was contracted by the state to build an education website.⁷¹¹

The legal fracas leaves in limbo the fate of an educational website which “was intended to provide practice lessons,” to “help students, parents and teachers master new academic standards.”⁷¹² The resulting controversy has left “Florida educators without a preparation resource officials expected would be in use.”⁷¹³

Several months after the contract was signed in December 2011, state officials started to become concerned that Infinity “had turned in unacceptable lessons and tests,”⁷¹⁴ and that the company was “six month behind schedule.”⁷¹⁵ In one example, state officials raised concerns that the term “the pursuit of happiness,” according to one Infinity website lesson, was used in the preamble of the Constitution, when the phrase is found in the Declaration of Independence.⁷¹⁶ The company contends that the problem was state officials didn’t “review the work in a timely fashion or failed to sign off on work completed by the company.”⁷¹⁷ Either way, Floridian children and taxpayers lose in this deal.

The $1.25 million settlement was paid from the $700 million “Race to the Top” federal grants from the Department of Education the state received to “improve student achievement in the state.”⁷¹⁸ Earlier this year, the state determined that using federal grant funds to settle this lawsuit was an appropriate use of federal taxpayer funds. Meanwhile, the Khan Academy, an online classroom which receives no federal funding, reaches ten million students each month and charges nothing.⁷¹⁹ The federal government is trying to duplicate what the private sector already does exceptionally well.
75. Old Fashioned Portraits of Administration Officials – (NASA, DHS, HUD)  
$300,000

Everyone knows a picture is worth a thousand words. Little may people know taxpayers are paying for bureaucrats’ oil portraits worth tens of thousands of dollars each.

Over the last decade, federal agencies have commissioned dozens of oil paintings to immortalize their upper-level management for the cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars, enough to raise dozens families over the poverty level. This year alone, federal agencies bought or took delivery of nearly $300,000 in official oil portraits of senior officials, according to government contracting data. Taxpayer dollars eternalized leaders such as former Energy Secretary Steven Chu ($20,000), and Lori B. Garver, former NASA Deputy Administrator ($23,000). Both resigned their positions earlier this year.

Portraits are not restricted to those sitting in office. Agencies have ordered pieces to commemorate former officials who left years prior. This May, the Department of Homeland Security unveiled a $30,000 portrait of Gov. Tom Ridge, first Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security who left in 2005. A second portrait – of Michael Chertoff, the Department’s second Secretary – has also been painted, though not yet unveiled. That portrait also cost $30,000. Similarly, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) ordered a $20,000 portrait of former Secretary Steve Preston, who served for just seven months.

While the average portrait cost has been about $22,000, several have cost more than some families will earn in years. In 2007, HUD paid $100,000 for a 30” x 40” oil painting and required it to be “framed in gold.” The Commerce Department paid $40,000 for a life-size portrait of former Secretary Gutierrez in 2008. In the last decade, the Defense Department has ordered at least six oil paintings that cost between $40,000 and $50,000. Altogether, the Pentagon has ordered more portraits than any other agency – 25 of at least 69 ordered in the last decade.

While agencies have said the commissioned artwork simply keeps in step with tradition, some critics have questioned whether it must continue. Says one taxpayer advocate, “It’s not like people are going to be lining up for an exhibit, ‘HUD Secretaries Through the Years.’ And just because it’s a Washington tradition doesn’t mean they have to keep doing it.” HUD portraits, in fact, are only displayed near the secretary’s office in its headquarters.
Several bipartisan bills have been introduced to cap and limit spending on federal portraits. While commemorating leaders with portraits may be reasonable, limitless and unnecessary spending on them is not.
76. Environmentally Friendly Coffee Drying Study – (USDA) $25,000

According to the National Coffee Association, Americans have been consuming coffee since at least the mid 1600’s. While modern machinery allows for the rapid “drying” of coffee beans, farmers across the world have used the sun to dry coffee for centuries.

In comes the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which is funding groundbreaking research into the coffee drying process, giving $25,000 to one Hawaii coffee plantation to study more environmentally friendly means for getting water out of their beans.

The study will include such methods as “passive solar-heated air” (the sun and wind), “photovoltaic-generated electricity” (solar panels powering drying machinery), and “solar-heated water systems” (the sun again).

This critical research into the use of the sun to dry coffee will verify what farmers across the globe have been doing for centuries.
77. Taxpayers Shell Out Half-a-Million for Street Block in Town of 1,150 – (DOT) $532,000

Outgoing U.S. Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood ended his tenure describing the state of America’s roads as “one big pothole.” LaHood blamed a lack of transportation funding for the deteriorating condition of U.S. roads and highways and unsafe bridges. The outgoing Secretary emphasized that the U.S. Department of Transportation needed a bold plan to fund transportation infrastructure.

So when a tiny Kansas town wanted to spruce up one block on its Main Street, one would naturally assume that this town would use local funds, not federal dollars, for improvements that would be an exclusive benefit to the town.

Instead, the Kansas town of Rossville received $532,000 from the U.S. Department of Transportation in Washington, D.C. because there “hasn’t been much done to [the] main street in years.”

U.S. taxpayers shelled out over half a million dollars for improvements to one-tenth of a mile on the Main Street of a town with a population of only 1,150. Taxpayers in New York, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and California paid to make Rossville’s one-block downtown area “more decorative and colorful.”

These decorative and colorful improvements to one street block in Rossville, Kansas cost U.S. taxpayers $462 per resident of Rossville or $38,000 for each of the 14 businesses located on this block of Main Street.
78. Yale University Spends Federal Research Grant Studying the Oddity of the Duck Penis – (NSF) $384,989

While bipartisanship has been in short supply around Washington these days, at least one scientific venture has received support during both the current administration and the former: duck genitalia research.

Yale University launched a project in 2005 with funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF), to study the oddities of the duck penis. In 2009, the school received an additional $384,989 to continue its work, which will expire in 2013. The project found its way into the limelight when it was discovered the funding came from the 2009 stimulus bill, which among other things was intended, “To provide investments needed to increase economic efficiency by spurring technological advances in science and health.”

According to the NSF website, the project – titled “Conflict, Social Behavior and Evolution” – was intended to better understand duck reproductive activity, with the goal of also better understanding human relationships. It also notes the project will, “incorporate high school students from under-represented minorities.”

The key finding of the study was the corkscrew-like shape of a duck’s penis, which can be resisted by female ducks through their own biological design. “This is literally anti-screw anatomy,” quipped lead researcher Richard Prum.

When asked by one news outlet why NSF decided to support an inquiry into the length of duck penises, its spokesperson noted that it was basic research, adding, “Government funded grants for research have assisted in creating the barcode and Google.”
79. Thomson Prison Blues – (DOJ) $2 million

In October 2012, the Administration circumvented Congress and purchased the Illinois state-owned Thomson Correctional Facility for $165 million. For over a decade, the prison sat empty under Illinois ownership, and the state did not have the budget to open and operate the prison.751

The Department of Justice has been trying to bail out the State of Illinois and had been requesting authorization to purchase Thompson Prison for years, but the House Appropriations Committee has opposed funding for the purchase of the prison.752,753

However, in clear contradiction to the will of Congress,754 Attorney General Eric Holder purchased the prison for $165 million by using funds in various DOJ accounts, including $151 million from the DOJ Assets Forfeiture Fund.755 The Fund is supposed to be used to offset the costs of criminal forfeiture cases, such as law enforcement activities, storing and maintain forfeited assets and payments to victims and lienholders, not to purchase prisons.756

Yet, after its unapproved purchase, in FY 2013, the Administration failed to produce a budget that provides for the funds necessary to activate Thomson or to fund the ongoing maintenance needs of the facility until it opens.757,758 According to the Department of Justice, the agency spent approximately $2 million in FY 2013 to maintain the empty facility.

In its FY 2014 budget request, the Obama Administration finally requested approximately $166 million to activate three prisons, including Thomson.759 The President’s FY 2014 Budget includes $43.7 million in salaries and expenses to begin activating Thomson,760 and $15 million to renovate and convert Thomson to federal prison use.761

In July 2013, the Senate Appropriations Committee approved $166.3 million to activate three prisons, including Thomson.762 It will take at least two years to activate Thomson, and by the time of its estimated 2015 opening, “projected costs include $25 million for upgrades and $168 million for equipment and staffing.

An empty prison purchased for no reason that costs $2 million to operate.

This bad investment has taxpayers singing the Thompson Prison Blues.
80. Can You Hear Me Now? Millions Wasted on Untested, Malfunctioning IT – (USDA) $20 million

As the workplace becomes increasingly mobile, the federal government is opting for devices other than BlackBerrys. The Obama Administration announced a Digital Government Strategy for federal employees to access workplace networks from mobile devices without compromising privacy and security concerns. In accordance with this strategy, the Department of Homeland Security, Department of Defense, and National Institute of Standards and Technology developed a baseline of standard security requirements for mobile computing and a framework design to reference in designing security and privacy protections. This would allow federal employees to use a range of popular brand devices without compromising government networks and leaking information, and even allow some offices to implement a bring-your-own-device policy instead of on government-issued devices.

Technology insiders applauded the government’s decision to develop the mobile technology to permit federal employees to work remotely. A survey of federal managers and federal workers found that each employee would add an additional seven hours each week in productivity, amounting to $14,000 in productivity gains. Of those federal workers who already have mobile device access, they spend a weekly average of nine additional hours on top of their full-time work schedules checking in to their workplace networks. Almost half of these workers report working more efficiently outside the office.

The Department of Agriculture forked over $20 million to several companies for MDM integration which is now one year behind schedule and malfunctioning. Perhaps if the USDA hired one of the companies approved by the GSA for mobile management solutions, then the USDA would not be having these rollout problems. Or maybe if the USDA required a demonstration of the bidding companies’ capabilities for MDM integration in the USDA’s network, then USDA employees would now be using their own iPhones and Android to access their workplace servers.

Instead, the USDA paid three contractors $20 million.

Testing before handing over taxpayers’ money would have shown that one contractor’s software is not compatible with part of the USDA’s network security infrastructure. Eight months after the MDM system was supposed to have completed a 30-day, 3,000 phone test phase, this test phase has been pushed back, and the USDA is still just testing one component of the contractor’s incompatible software to determine whether the software will be used or abandoned.

According to the USDA’s Request for Proposal, the agency already supported more than 3,000 mobile devices before the $20 million project and hoped to expand the number of mobile devices to more than 100,000 over the next few years. As of late July, only 1,370 devices were on the USDA’s MDM system.

Surely, given the failure of the MDM integration at the USDA, other federal agencies would restrain themselves from awarding millions in taxpayer dollars to these contractors without first testing their product?

Think again. One of these three contractors was awarded $212.1 million in government contracts just in 2013. The contractor with the incompatible software has several multi-million dollar government contracts with the CIA, NSA, FBI, DHS, and the Air Force.
Instead of pouring millions of dollars to fix “glitches,” taxpayers would prefer their money go towards testing new technologies first to prevent such rollout problems.
81. Government Pays $500 per gallon in Afghanistan – (USAID) $507,000

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) operates a program to help increase access to healthcare for Afghan citizens through the construction of hospitals and mid-wife training centers throughout Afghanistan.

One particular hospital project that has received specific attention from the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) is the Gardez Hospital. An organization that funnels money from USAID the recipients in Afghanistan awarded a contract to Sayed Bilal Sadath Construction Company (SBSCC), an Afghan company, for $13.5 million to build the new hospital. This new 100-bed hospital in Gardez, Afghanistan is currently about 23 months behind its original schedule because it has been seriously hampered by the facility’s remote location and by an active insurgency.

USAID, through the middle man, paid $300,000 to SBSCC for 600 gallons of diesel fuel that made the purchase price $500 per gallon. The market price for diesel fuel in Afghanistan is approximately $5.00 per gallon, making this purchase worth $3,000 and therefore, an overpayment of $297,000.

SIGAR noted in an April 2013 audit report that the Afghan government may not be able to sustain the new Gardez hospital once it is completed and that the new hospital’s annual operation and maintenance costs could exceed five times the annual operating costs for the hospital it is replacing. Nearly $60 million has been spent on a hospital that is doomed to fail.
82. Cash for Gas – (USDA) $403,627

The U.S. Department of Agriculture is trying their hand at alchemy. The department’s $403,627 federal grant to the Woodcrest Dairy Farm won’t help the farm turn trash into gold, however. Instead, the farm is hoping that the grant serves as a philosopher’s stone for somewhat cruder sort of transformation – the creation of a biodigester to turn the methane gas from cow manure into electricity.

Neighbors of the farm appreciate it less for any environmental impact and more for the impact on their nostrils. “It will be better on the neighbors because the manure comes out of the digester without the terrible odor,” Mr. Braun said. The grant might make the manure less stinky, but wasting taxpayer money stinks to high heaven.

The USDA is convinced that these cows hold the secret to renewable energy – you just have to pay the tab – Allbreedsblog.com.
83. It’s A Round-Up...of Taxpayer Money!

Animal activists call it a waste of taxpayer money. The National Academy of Science (NAS) calls it “expensive and unproductive.” Government auditors have been warning of its unsustainability for years. Yet, the Wild Horse Program, implemented by the Department of the Interior's Bureau of Land Management (BLM), continues to operate at the cost to taxpayers of $76 million a year.

The Wild Horse Program began in 1970 to protect the wild horse population from slaughter and to sustain natural resources and vegetation for both wild horses and cattle and other wildlife. At the expense of $1,000 each, wild horses are rounded up and removed from the wild. Two-thirds of them are corralled in a “holding system” of taxpayer-funded corrals, feed lots, and pastures. Each year, the BLM rounds up 9,400 horses, and today, the holding population of over 50,000 horses exceeds the wild population of 35,000 horses. The cost of holding these wild horses in long-term corrals is the main expense in the program’s $76 million annual price tag.

The NAS argues that the BLM’s remedy of corralling wild horses is actually worsening the wild horse problem. The report issued by the NAS explains that the more wild horses the government corrals, then there is more vegetation available in the wild, which may actually contribute to an increase in the wild horse population.

The BLM’s solution to reduce the holding population does little to offset the costs of the Wild Horse Program. For $10 a horse, almost anyone can purchase a horse from the BLM, which is a $1000 loss for the costs rounding up and holding the horse.

Once a wild horse is purchased from the BLM, it often does not spend the rest of its life galloping around green pastures. Instead, these horses are illegally being sold across state and national lines to slaughterhouses, where the market price for the horses is much higher. A USDA spokesperson confirmed that USDA vets at U.S.-Mexico border crossings sometimes see BLM-branded horses in slaughter export pens.
84. East Coast Hurricane Aid Spent on West Coast Research – $1.1 million

When Hurricane Sandy came slamming into the East Coast last fall, Congress immediately did exactly what everyone expected they would do: spent money on the West Coast.

Untold millions of lives were upended by Hurricane Sandy, causing billions of dollars in damage and dozens of lives lost. To assist those in need, Congress responded to the disaster by passing $60 billion in emergency disaster relief. While some questioned whether such a large amount could be spent quickly, lawmakers in the affected areas said “The need for emergency disaster relief is beyond urgent.”

While the aid dollars are trickling out slowly, $8 million have been awarded to well-funded academic institutions and organizations for research projects, through a grant funded by the U.S. Health and Human Services Department (HHS). Researchers on the west coast are getting $1.1 million from HHS to study the effect of the storm.

In California, the RAND Corporation received approximately $657,000 to “explore how partnerships between local health departments and community-based organizations contribute to the public health system’s ability to respond to and recover from emergencies and contribute to resilience.”

A grant of $444,000 went to the American College of Emergency Physicians in Irving, Texas to study how “health care systems were impacted negatively before, during, and after Hurricane Sandy and to develop comprehensive recommendations on how to strengthen health care systems going forward to treat patients effectively during disaster events.”

However, even as research money was spread around the nation, many victims of Hurricane Sandy remain displaced from their homes, some never to return. That is the case of Kathryn Fitzgerald in Long Beach, New York, whose home was badly damaged in the storm, causing her and her daughter to flee. Despite having a paid-up policy with the National Flood Insurance Program, she was awarded only a fraction of the amount in damages. She was left with no choice but to pay $11,000 out of pocket to tear her house down, and now lives in an apartment with no hope of getting back her old life.
85. Fishy grants for cronies – (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services) $30 million

Traveling along the Mississippi’s Gulf Coast, one can find numerous yacht clubs, art museums, and even the John C. Stennis Space Center, one of NASA’s field test facilities. Many of these sites have received funding through federal coastal conservation grants.

According to a June 2013 study by the Department of Interior Office of Inspector General, out of approximately $40 million (of a total $100 million) in Coastal Impact Assistance Program (CIAP) grants throughout Mississippi, investigators concluded that about $30 million were “ineligible” and “unsupported” and could be “put to better use.”

The investigation found numerous examples of grants originally intended for coastal preservation that were being siphoned off for glitzy pet projects to draw in tourists. One such recipient was the Ohr-O’Keefe Museum of Art, which received $500,000. Investigators concluded that less than 4 percent of the original amount of grant money intended for conservation could actually have been used for those purposes. The rest was used to invest in new skylights and flooring at the museum.

Other projects only tangentially related to conservation included $211,700 for a 6-foot-wide asphalt trail in a landlocked Mississippi county and $500,000 for a general-purpose classroom at NASA’s Stennis Space Center. Proponents of the asphalt trail argued that the benefits of the trail would “flow to the coastal zone,” while supporters of the NASA classroom argued that visitors could theoretically be informed about “space, marine and environmental sciences.” Seriously!

Perhaps even worse than these “conservation” projects were instances of cronyism uncovered by investigators.

Strikingly, conflicts of interest between a Mississippi DMR CIAP official, the Mississippi Gulf Coast National Heritage Area, and their family and friends were some of the benefactors of 23 grants totaling roughly $16 million. For example, Mississippi DMR acquired Harbor Landing, a yacht club and boat storage facility in Ocean Springs, from a friend of Bill Walker, DMR director at the time of acquisition.

Even more concerning were findings that Walker’s wife was employed by the University of Southern Mississippi and the Institute for Marine Mammal Studies, two entities that received millions in CIAP grants. In fact, when Walker’s wife joined the Institute for Marine Mammal Studies in 2010, the press release heralding her new job stated she would “bring millions in grant funding and many marine programs to IMMS.”
Federal Dollars For Some Yam Fine Vodka in a Dry County – (USDA) $100,000

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has expressed serious concern over recent sequestration efforts and how across-the-board budget cuts will have a damaging effect on the agency’s programs and workforce. In the face of today’s challenging budget environment, the agency should be channeling resources into critical government functions. No one ever said achieving this balance would be easy, but the USDA appears to have muddled their priorities when it comes to cutting costs. For example, the Department has threatened that underprivileged women and children may cease to receive agency-funded nutrition and health care assistance – but seems to have no problem handing out funds to sustain America’s drinking habits.

USDA’s recent support of a domestic distillery in rural Greene County, North Carolina illustrates this striking disconnect. In a somewhat precarious business venture, farmers established Covington Spirits to craft and sell vodka made from leftover yams – products of sweet potato farming operations that were unsuitable for market sale due to size and shape issues. The Snow Hill-based operation aimed to convert those spuds to a premium grade beverage with the goal of “ending America’s dependence on foreign vodka,” as its slogan goes.

Covington Spirits set up shop in early 2013 with assistance from none other than the USDA. The company received money from the federal government in the form of a Value-Added Producer Grant (VAPG) “to help explore the feasibility” of the yam-infused vodka. However, this particular grant award is startlingly ironic. While Greene County has ABC stores, it is essentially a “dry” community, banning any “liquor-by-drink” (also known as “mixed drinks” to common consumers) sales. How feasible can a vodka business venture be in a place that partially prohibits its very existence?

Liquor stores in North Carolina are state-run, but local rules allow counties and towns to institute their own regulations. Greene County’s mixed drink ban creates economic challenges for Covington Spirits and their ability to sell their product locally – a crucial fact that was overlooked when the USDA decided to fund the distillery.

Spending on sweet potato liquor in a place subject to stringent liquor laws is a questionable federal investment. If the USDA is as concerned as it says it is regarding sequestration reductions, the agency needs to rethink spending money on yam vodka.
87. Don’t Share this Story: the FDA is Monitoring What People Say About it Online (FDA) – ($180,000)

From reddit, the self-declared front page of the internet, to Facebook and Twitter – no cat video that mentions the FDA will be safe from its wary eyes.

The FDA has awarded a contract of up to $180,000 dollars to IB5k to set up a social networking watchdog for the agency. The goal of the service is to monitor what the public thinks and says about the FDA, answer questions posted on a variety of sites relating to the agency, and observe public sentiment through likes, follows, and mentions on Facebook and Twitter.

IB5k’s contract includes the use of two data-mining internet tools. Correlate allows companies to analyze the general mood of posts and determine the audience demographics for a particular post. The second, called Aware, will allow the FDA to determine how effective its own posts on social media are at reaching the public.

Being liked is important, but maybe federal agencies should take some time away from figuring out what people think about them and more time just doing their job?

FDA spent $180,000 to examine what people are saying about the agency online—money that should have been spent examining the safety of our food and drugs.
88. Four Score and Seven Clicks From Now: historical multi-player computer games – (NEH) $300,000

A professor at Hope College has received almost $300,000 from the National Endowment of the Humanities (NEH) for his multi-player computer game that finally brings Civil War reenactors online. The game is “Valley Sim” and it allows students to “take on the identity of one of 25 real-life citizens of two communities that were on opposite sides of the Civil War.”

Unlike Everquest or League of Legends, however, this multiplayer game is short on the swords and sorcery. The game is an interactive experience where students take on the identity of their character and interact through an internet chat system.

The NEH grant will be used to expand the basic framework of the game into a tool that can be applied to other areas of the humanities. Perhaps we’ll see Battlefield or Call of Duty replacing WWII lectures? Or maybe the money can prop up something less wasteful in the realm of higher education.

As cool as it might be to introduce games into the classroom, it might be a better idea to convince students to put the controller down and get back to the basics instead.
89. Is Urine Behind Increased Goat-Human Contact? (NPS) -- $150,000

Seasoned hiker and hunters in Montana know how to attract mountain goats to their camps.

Yet, goat-human relations will be the subject of intense study at Glacier National Park in Montana over the next three years. Researchers hope to document why goats keep hanging out in areas popular with humans, such as the park’s Logan Pass.

Annual visitors to Glacier National Park now number almost 3 million,\(^{825}\) and according to Glacier National Park’s spokesperson, Barb Maynes, goat incidents at the park have been “extremely unusual and to our knowledge unprecedented.”\(^{826}\) Nevertheless, researchers will spend $150,000 in National Park Service (NPS) to capture 20-25 goats, collar them with GPS devices and track their movements over a three-year period.\(^{827}\)

“We have had ‘semi-aggressive’ goats, particularly in the Logan Pass parking lot,” noted Jack Potter, the park’s chief science and resource manager.\(^{828}\) After attempts to shoo the goats away with pepper spray were unsuccessful, Potter entreated visitors, “Avoid urinating on the trail or near the trail.”\(^{829}\)

In 2010, NPS first attempted to study the mountain goats in Logan Pass, but it was scrapped after NPS researchers injected lethal doses of tranquilizer to the first two goats they tried to capture.\(^{830}\)

On June 24, 2013, the NPS announced that it was giving the study another shot.\(^{831}\) Using students from the University of Montana, the park has launched its study, set to wrap up after three years.\(^{832}\) Until it is concluded, the NPS goat-management protocol remains in effect, park officials noted: “If goats approach closer, encourage them to leave the area with loud noises, arm waving, snapping plastic bags, and rock throwing.”\(^{833}\)

The main webpage describing the critical maintenance backlog at our nation’s prized national parks uses this photo of damage to a road in Glacier National Park at the top of the page.\(^{834}\) Yet the Park Service is spending $150,000 to study something outdoor enthusiasts have long known: goats like urine.\(^{835}\)
90. Puppets Take Long Island – (NEH) $150,000

While the Muppets may have taken Manhattan, the federal government spent $150,000 to support the Puppets Take Long Island festival in Sag Harbor, New York.\textsuperscript{836}

The eight-week long promotion of puppets was the answer for the Long Island Regional Economic Development Council to attract tourism to Long Island.\textsuperscript{837}

Another purpose of the puppet festival is to “raise awareness of Long Island as a destination offering high-quality performing arts for families,” but, unfortunately, less than half of the festival’s puppet artists are actually located in New York.\textsuperscript{838}

The federally-funded festival also provides workshops for children to learn skills in puppet design and presentation.\textsuperscript{839}
91. NSF Spending Millions on Ineffective Educational Games – (NSF) $4.4 million

The National Science Foundation (NSF) is spending over $4.4 million of taxpayer dollars into its solution for educating young minds: Alternate Reality Games (ARG).

Part-flash mob, part-World of Warcraft, ARGs are social gaming experiences in which players participate both in the real world and online to collaborate with other players to find clues and solve puzzles to eventually complete a narrative storyline. Developed as a marketing tool to promote television shows, movies, and commercial products.

The goal of the NSF’s games are to attract teenage girls and underrepresented groups to Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) careers, as well as educate these students in deep-time sciences, astrobiology, astrophysics, interplanetary space travel, and Earth sciences. However, an analysis of an earlier ARG theorized that girls stopped participating in the ARG due to its science-fiction genre storyline.

The NSF award stated that “the research [of educational ARGs] is well grounded in the literature.” Unfortunately, this statement is not accurate. Game experts have lamented the very limited literature on educational ARGs, adding that ARGs “lack an in-depth critical and statistical academic analysis,” and that “the promise of games in general, and ARGs in particular, as rich learning and informing experiences has been poorly documented.” For those ARGs that have been executed, there is a “lack of empirical data to support if educational ARGs work” and a lack of understanding how to effectively utilize the games in education.

The few critical analyses of ARGs have revealed several reasons that these games do not actually engage students nor contribute to learning methods. Known among ARG insiders as the inverted pyramid modal, the majority of engagement in the ARGs is done by a very small minority of “obsessed” players. Most players in the ARGs are not motivated to participate and instead casually observe the work of the obsessed players. In addition, assessing whether a student is actually learning from an ARG is virtually impossible to determine. Studies have noted that “players will sometime define other learning goals for themselves” even when the ARG has specific learning goals and objectives. The teamwork focus and collaborative nature of ARGs make it difficult for teachers to assess individual performance, and there is no way for students to “show their work” to give teachers insight into their thought-process and cognitive development.

Despite $356 million in sequestration cuts, the NSF could still fork over $4.4 million to create games for students that provide no educational value.
92. Penny for Your Thoughts and $800,000 in Taxpayer Money for One Idea – (NV) $800,000

In 2012, Las Vegas was economically bouncing back. Gambling and entertainment brought in $15.3 billion in revenues from its record number 39.7 million visitors that year.¹ Home prices had jumped, and jobs grew at a higher rate than the national average.⁸⁶⁰

But to the Administration, Las Vegas is in such great need of a long-term economic vision, that they would give out an $800,000 grant to pay for it.² This prize for an idea is funded by Economic Development Administration’s Department of Commerce.⁸⁶¹

To the dismay of Las Vegas City Councilman Stavros Anthony, who opposed accepting the federal grant, “the 800,000 that we give to somebody, they could go down to San Diego and buy a beach house with it.” Councilman Bob Beers called the Strong Communities, Strong Cities grant program “vague and amorphous.”⁸⁶²

It’s not just Las Vegas Councilmen who are baffled by the no-strings-attached-taxpayer-funded prize. Andrew Brod, a senior research fellow at UNC-Greensboro’s Bryan School of Business and Economics, described the grant program’s $800,000 1 million prize in Greensboro as unnecessary bait.⁸⁶³

“It still implies the concept behind the program is you have to dangle $1 million in front of people in order to get the best economic development idea... This program believes that economic development isn’t about doing the hard work in investing in infrastructure and education, but instead it’s about getting that magical idea.”⁸⁶⁴
93. Confusing Earned Income Tax Credit Results in Billions in Improper Payments – (IRS) $11 billion

In an audit conducted by the Treasury Department Inspector General for Tax Administration, the IRS paid up to $13.6 billion in false claims for EITC in 2012. The Inspector General found it “disturbing” that the IRS continues to give out more than $11 billion in improper EITC payments each year.

The EITC is a refundable tax credit available to the working poor in order to offset automatic Social Security withdrawals from their paychecks.

But due to the complexity of the law underlying the EITC, fraud, and the high turnover rate of those eligible for payments, the IRS is projected to make improper payments for up to 28 percent of the more than $55 billion in EITC payments.

Although Executive Order 13520 requires the IRS to establish annual targets for reducing improper payments and to report to auditors each quarter of any EITC payments over $5,000, the IRS has yet to be in compliance with the Executive Order.

Therefore, the IRS will continue to violate the President’s order and erroneously dish out more money in improper payments than the entire budgets of the Environmental Protection Agency, Department of the Interior, and the Department of Labor.
94. Small Business Administration Uses Taxpayer Dollars to Study Weak Legislation Imposing More Taxes (SBA)

Due to $92 million in sequestration cuts, the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) eliminated $69 million from its disaster loan and business loan programs. The SBA chief lamented that every dollar from the SBA’s loan subsidy programs guarantee $51 in lending to small business owners. The budget cuts to the loan subsidy programs would result in preventing struggling small business owners from obtaining more than $900 million in capital.

But instead of reallocating as much of its financial resources possible to things such as loan subsidy programs, the SBA awarded researchers $80,000 in taxpayers’ money for a study on legislation proposed in Congress.

The SBA used taxpayers’ dollars to conduct a study on whether or not Congress should levy even more taxes on consumers.

Did this study at least influence this legislation to pass through Congress this year?

Not at all. The study was released during one of the final weeks of the Congressional Session while the bill lingered in the House since June 2013.
95. Taxpayers Spend Almost $200 Million for a not-so-green Renovation – (GSA) $200 million

In 2009, everyone could agree that the Bishop Henry Whipple Federal Building in Fort Snelling, Minnesota needed an upgrade. The 617,000 square foot building contained asbestos throughout, and it needed to upgrade its mechanical, plumbing, and electrical systems. To keep operating costs down, the original plan for the building’s renovation was to reduce energy costs by 23.6 percent. The estimated cost of these upgrades to the B.H. Whipple Federal Building was calculated by the General Services Administration (GSA) to be $115 million, or about $186 per square foot.

Then came Executive Order 13514 from President Obama which required federal buildings to “go green” by increasing sustainability and reducing energy and water usage. The stimulus finding from the 2009 American Recovery Act provided additional funds to implement this green initiative in 247 federal buildings. The plans for the Whipple Federal Building turned from a partial renovation to a full-scale “modernization.” So the GSA planned this modernization of the Whipple Federal Building with a goal of realizing 30 percent in energy savings in the building and receiving a Silver LEED certification.

But four years later, the budget for making the Whipple Federal Building “green” is now 70 percent higher than the initial construction budget.
No, Tea Partiers are not worse at science, according to the conclusions of one law professor who studied political identification and cognitive abilities using a National Science Foundation (NSF) grant. In fact, identification with the Tea Party correlated slightly with better scientific comprehension, a result the investigator found “surprising.”885

Identification with the Republican Party correlates with a better performance on a cognitive reasoning test, a conclusion which even stunned the study’s author. “[Cognitive] scores increased with the strength of subjects’ identification with the Republican Party” (emphasis original).886 The author described this result as “puzzling” and had predicted the “cognitive scores would be negatively correlated with right-wing ideology.”887

His taxpayer-funded survey also revealed, “Liberals and conservatives were uniformly prone to ideologically motivated reasoning.”888

To carry out this study, 1,750 adults took an online survey that asked about political party identification and ideology and put participants through a three-question cognitive reasoning test.889 Then, participants also answered questions about how they perceived the three-question test as a measure of their ability.890

NSF funds for the study came from a $398,990 grant intended for much different biology-related purpose: to analyze how the public perceives the risks of synthetic biology, “an emerging technology that permits scientists to design living organisms unlike any found in nature.”891

NSF announced earlier this year that a result of sequestration “the total number of new research grants will be reduced.”892 Approximately 600 new NSF grants were not funded.893 It is difficult to justify funding this politically motivated project while cutting off federal support for hundreds of scientific proposals.
97. NPS Route 66 Corridor Preservation Program – (NPS) $81,224

Every year, the National Park Service’s Route 66 Corridor Preservation Program provides federal funding for the “restoration of restaurants, motels, gas stations and neon signs, as well as for planning, research and educational initiatives.” Federal support for the Route 66 program was originally scheduled to terminate in 2009 and transition to a non-federal entity. However, Congress extended the federal commitment an additional 10 years, protecting the low-priority program and its associated frivolous spending through 2019.

In 2013, $81,224 was awarded by the NPS for six projects, including heating and air equipment rehabilitation, roof repairs, and neon sign restoration for businesses along Route 66. One such grant went to the privately owned Hill Top Motel in Kingman, Arizona motel, which received $20,000 in federal funds to “assist with rehabilitation of the heating and air conditioning systems, along with minor roof repairs.” Another $10,055 federal grant was awarded to DeCamp Junction, self-described as “a bar that happens to serve awesome food.” The privately owned “lively road house and community center” in Staunton, Illinois will utilize the federal funds to replace an extensively damaged roof.

Federal resources will also be used to restore an “orphaned” neon sign in Litchfield, Illinois. The Vic Suhling Gas for Less Filling Station was opened from 1957 until 1973, and the building was finally razed in 1990. Yet, the sign for the station remained, towering over an empty lot for the subsequent 20 years. The sign was intended to be torn down in the early 2000’s, but was “was saved due to the foresight[sic] of visionary community members.” In 2013, with the help of $11,275 in federal funds, this long abandoned neon sign will be restored to operating condition in conjunction with Litchfield Museum and Route 66 Welcome Center Association. Another $7,715 grant awarded in 2013 will restore signs at the Whiting Bros Gas Station #72, an automotive services station in New Mexico.

Over the last decade, the program has spent more than $217,000 to restore 29 neon signs along Route 66. Nearly $20,000 in federal funds will be used to restore signs along route 66.
98. Golf Car Manufacturer Gets New Factory – (MT) $368,000

Golfers may soon be zipping up and down fairways faster than ever if a Montana company develops what they hope will be the next big thing in “golf cars.”

Using $368,000 in Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funding, Lincoln County, Montana will refurbish a building for LiV Golf Cars, Inc. which it will use for manufacturing. Local officials plan to convert an old maintenance facility into a car assembly plant for the company, which would specialize in cars powered by lithium-ion batteries.

According to company owners, what makes golf cars by this company special is it would be the first-of-its-kind to run without a lead-acid battery. When asked whether any of the major golf car manufacturers use lithium-ion batteries, owner Jon Hoster said, “no one.” He is hoping to bring as many as 45 jobs to the area after three years, though whether that is achievable is still unknown.

“We have zero percent of the market right now, so the potential for us to grow can only go up,” he said.

Efforts to use federal funding to promote manufacturing jobs in the town, however, have not gone well in recent years. In 2011, Stinger Welding was given $17 million in federal financing to “complete its fabrication plant” with promise to bring “200-plus good-paying jobs.” By the end of 2012, the company fell on hard times and the plant was closed, with nearly 70 people losing their jobs.
99. Budget-busting meals on wheels – (Amtrak) $60 million

It looks like Amtrak has been railroading the American people.

According to Amtrak’s inspector general, the publicly funded passenger rail service chalked up $72 million in food-service losses alone in FY 2012.\footnote{909} As bad as that number may seem, it’s an improvement from previous years’ losses from food service: in 2006, the railroad lost $105.2 million from its dining operations.\footnote{910}

Almost all of the losses stemmed from providing meals on long-distance trains.\footnote{911} While some shorter rail routes in the heavily trafficked Northeast Corridor actually netted Amtrak a tiny bit of money in the form of food service revenue, 99 percent of its $72 million losses in the food service area occurred on long-distance passenger routes.\footnote{912}

After examining the cuisine served on these long-distance routes, it becomes clear why the company is hemorrhaging cash. On Amtrak’s Auto Train, which runs from Virginia to Florida, passengers are offered complimentary wine and cheese. The Auto Train is not unique: three other long-distance routes provide free wine and champagne to sleeper-car passengers, which all together cost Amtrak $428,000 in 2012.\footnote{913}

After complimentary cocktails, passengers on long distance routes can find the following dishes awaiting them in the dining car. On the 43-hour Chicago-Los Angeles Southwest Chief, travelers can enjoy a $23.25 Mahi-Mahi dinner accompanied by a vegetable medley and three-grain rice pilaf.\footnote{914}

Aren’t things are getting better if the food service losses dropped from $105.2 million in 2006 to $72 million in 2012?

No. Apparently, Amtrak has not just been cooking up expensive meals. It has also been cooking the books.

It turns out Amtrak’s boost in food and beverage finances are the result of transferring revenue from ticket sales into food service accounts.\footnote{915}

According to House Oversight and Government Reform Committee member John Mica, without accounting gimmicks taken into account, Amtrak’s food service losses “now approach $1 billion.”\footnote{916}
100. Audit Finds United States Marshals Service Spent Big on Swag – (USMS) $6,000

In November 2013, the Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General (DOJ OIG) released a report which reviewed the United States Marshals Service’s (USMS) use of appropriated funds for promotional items, or “swag.” In total, the DOJ OIG found the USMS Investigative Operations Division (IOD) “spent at least $793,118 on promotional items over a 6 year period and that these expenditures were excessive and, in some instances, in contravention of Department Policies and Government Accountability Office (GAO) decisions and guidance.”

Over a six-year period, the USMS IOD spent almost $800,000 on swag ranging from challenge coins, drinkware, pens as well as “USMS-themed Christmas ornaments, blankets, ties and other non-essential items is poor stewardship of our citizens' hard-earned tax dollars.”

In 2005, USMS IOD had 112 full-time employees and spent $29,138 on promotional items, or $260 per employee. By 2010, the number of employees and spending on swag increased the spending per employee to $1,069.

The DOJ IG found this “growth in spending on promotional items was the result of the absence of internal controls and accountability within the USMS, and the failure of USMS personnel who were given purchasing responsibilities to exercise good judgment.” At least one USMS IOD witness stated the agency was relying on employees to use good judgment in making purchases, but other witnesses’ statements prove no such judgment was exercised as many of the items ended up in desk drawers and locked closets, and were distributed to employees as needed “without identifying or tracking who took the promotional items, the number of promotional items taken, the purpose for which the promotional items would be used, or to whom they would be given.”

For example, while items such as Christmas ornaments were not purchased in the first three years of the evaluation period, when the economy took a dive in 2008, spending on Christmas ornaments began and actually increased every year for three years. In fiscal year 2008, the USMS IOD spent $2875; in 2009, it spent $4622; and in 2010, it spent $6108. Over 3 years, the USMS IOD purchased 1,679 ornaments, totaling $13,605 or $8.10 per ornament. 453 of those ornaments were purchased in 2010 alone, but ultimately none were distributed. Upon a certain employee’s interview with the DOJ OIG in June 2012, the ornaments still sat in his office due to “a USMS directive banning the purchase and distribution of promotional items.”
The ornaments were generally used as gifts for USMS IOD staff and guests at the annual Christmas party and for those operating the America’s Most Wanted tipline. One assistant chief stated the ornaments were a “word of encouragement” to employees, a “recognition of their work done throughout the year,” and “improved morale.” However, in general, rules state appropriated funds may not be used for personal gifts to government employees, unless “there is a direct link between the items and the agency’s purposes for which Congress has appropriated funding.” The DOJ IG explicitly stated none of these reasons established the expenses as necessary.

Yet, the USMS employee who approved the purchase of 285 ornaments, “didn’t think much” of buying them and that they were “cute.”

In response to concerns raised about the agencies affinity for swag, the agency finally is cutting back, and the administration budget is now only $6,000 to stuff their swag bag. Good thing they stocked up.
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208 Using the $2.17 billion in carry-forward deductions, and still have a remaining $1.07 billion to spare for their 2014 tax bill.
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